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Hodge theory of the Goldman bracket

RICHARD HAIN

We show that, after completing in the I –adic topology, the Goldman bracket on the
space spanned by the closed geodesics on a smooth, complex algebraic curve X is a
morphism of mixed Hodge structures. We prove similar statements for the natural
action of the loops in X on paths from one boundary vector to another.

17B62, 58A12; 57N05, 14C30

Dedicated to the memory of Stefan Papadima

1 Introduction

Denote the set of free homotopy classes of maps S1!X in a topological space X

by �.X / and the free R–module it generates by R�.X /. When X is an oriented
surface, Goldman [10] defined a binary operation on Z�.X /, giving it the structure of
a Lie algebra over Z. Briefly, the bracket of two oriented loops A and B is defined by
choosing transverse, immersed representatives ˛ and ˇ of the loops, and then defining

fA;Bg D
X
p

�p.˛; ˇ/ ˛ #p ˇ;

where the sum is taken over the points p of intersection of ˛ and ˇ , �p.˛; ˇ/ 2 f˙1g

denotes the local intersection number of ˛ and ˇ at p , and ˛#pˇ denotes the homotopy
class of the oriented loop obtained by joining ˛ and ˇ at p by a simple surgery.

The powers of the augmentation ideal I of R�1.X;x/ define a topology on R�1.X;x/.
It induces a topology on R�.X /. Denote their I –adic completions by R�1.X;x/

^ and
R�.X /^ . Kawazumi and Kuno [19] showed that the Goldman bracket is continuous
in the I –adic topology and thus induces a bracket on Q�.X /^ .

If X is the complement of a (possibly empty) finite subset of a compact Riemann surface
and x 2X, then there is a canonical (pro-)mixed Hodge structure (MHS) [11; 24] on
Q�1.X;x/

^ . It induces a pro-mixed Hodge structure on Q�.X /^ via the quotient map
Q�1.X;x/

^!Q�.X /^ . This mixed Hodge structure is independent of the choice
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1842 Richard Hain

of the basepoint x . In order that the Goldman bracket preserve the weight filtration
of Q�.X /^ , we have to shift the weight filtration by 2. We do this by tensoring it
with Q.�1/, the 1–dimensional Hodge structure of weight 2 and type .1; 1/.

Theorem 1 The Goldman bracket on Q�.X /^˝Q.�1/ is a morphism of pro-mixed
Hodge structures. Equivalently, the Goldman bracket

f ; gW Q�.X /^˝Q�.X /^!Q�.X /^˝Q.1/

is a morphism of pro-mixed Hodge structures.

Goldman defined his bracket to describe the Poisson bracket of certain functions on
the symplectic manifold Hom.�1.X;x/;G/=G, where G is a Lie group. Our interest,
as explained below, lies in its likely role in studying motives constructed from smooth
curves and their moduli spaces. We are also interested in related applications to the
Kashiwara–Vergne problem as described in the work of Alekseev, Kawazumi, Kuno
and Naef [3; 2].

For those applications, one needs a more general setup. Denote the torsor of homotopy
classes of paths in X from x0 to x1 by �.X Ix0;x1/. When X is an oriented surface
with boundary @X, and when x0;x1 2 @X, there is an action

�W Q�.X /˝Q�.X Ix0;x1/!Q�.X Ix0;x1/

which was defined by Kawazumi and Kuno [20] and whose definition is similar to that
of the Goldman bracket. They showed that � is continuous in the I –adic topology and
thus induces a map (the “KK–action”)

�W Q�.X /^˝Q�.X Ix0;x1/
^
!Q�.X Ix0;x1/

^:

Complex algebraic curves do not have boundary curves. Because of this, we have to
replace the boundary points x0 and x1 by tangent vectors at the cusps. More precisely,
suppose that X is a compact Riemann surface and that X is the complement X �D

of a finite subset of X. Suppose that p0;p1 2 D (not necessarily distinct) and that
Evj is a nonzero tangent vector in TpjX. Then one has the path torsor �.X I Ev0; Ev1/ of
paths in X from Ev0 to Ev1 . (The definition, due to Deligne [8, Section 15], is recalled in
Section 12.1.) Results from [12; 17] imply that the I –adic completion Q�.X I Ev0; Ev1/

^

has a natural (limit) mixed Hodge structure.
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Theorem 2 With this notation, the KK–action

�W Q�.X /^˝Q�.X I Ev0; Ev1/
^
!Q�.X I Ev0; Ev1/

^
˝Q.1/

is a morphism of pro-MHSs.

When Ev0 D Ev1 , we obtain an action of Q�.X /^˝Q.�1/ on Q�1.X; Ev/
^ .

Corollary 3 The Lie algebra homomorphism

y�W Q�.X /^˝Q.�1/! Der Q�1.X; Ev/
^

induced by the Kawazumi–Kuno action is a morphism of pro-MHSs.

Theorem 2 implies Theorem 1. While it is similar to Theorem 1, it is much harder to
prove. The first step in its proof is to establish the following weaker version.

Theorem 4 If X is the complement of a finite set in a compact Riemann surface and
x0;x1 2X, then the natural action

�W Q�.X �fx0;x1g/
^
˝Q�.X Ix0;x1/

^
!Q�.X Ix0;x1/

^
˝Q.1/

is a morphism of pro-MHSs.

The proof of Theorem 2 is completed by showing that the surjection

Q�.X �fx0;x1g/
^
!Q�.X /^

induced by the inclusion (a morphism of pro-MHSs) splits in the category of pro-MHSs
after one “takes the limit as xj ! pj in the direction of Evj ”. This involves technical
Hodge theory.

We also show that the mixed Hodge theory of the KK–action is compatible with
the mixed Hodge structures on completions of mapping class groups constructed in
Hain [14]. Suppose that X is a compact oriented surface and that V D fEva W a 2Ag is
a finite collection of nonzero tangent vectors indexed by a finite subset A of X. Set
X DX �A. For each a 2A, the mapping class group �X ;V acts on �1.X; Eva/. This
induces an action of the completion GX ;V of �X ;V on Q�1.X; Eva/

^ and a Lie algebra
homomorphism

(1-1) d�aW gX ;V ! Der Q�1.X; Eva/
^:
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Results of Kawazumi and Kuno [19] imply that there is a canonical Lie algebra
homomorphism

'W gX ;V !Q�.X /^

which lifts (1-1) in the sense that the composite

gX ;V !Q�.X /^! Der Q�1.X; Eva/
^

is (1-1). (Details can be found in Section 13.2.) When X is a compact Riemann surface,
gX ;V has a canonical MHS. Using results of [14], we show that this lift is a morphism
of MHSs.

Theorem 5 If X has the structure of a Riemann surface, then the Lie algebra homo-
morphism

z'W gX ;V !Q�.X /^˝Q.�1/

is a morphism of pro-MHSs.

These results are proved by factoring the Goldman bracket and the KK–action as
a composite of maps each of whose continuous duals can be expressed in terms of
differential forms. These factorizations appear in the work [20, Section 3] of Kawazumi
and Kuno, but have antecedents in the work of Chas and Sullivan [5] on string topology.
We express several of the maps in the factorization in terms of Chen’s iterated integrals.
These formulas allow us to prove that, with the appropriate hypotheses, these maps
preserve the Hodge and weight filtrations defined in [11] and are thus morphisms of
mixed Hodge structure.

1.1 Splittings

One motivation for this work was to use Hodge theory to find and study compatible
splittings of the various objects (such as Q�.X /^ , Q�1.X; Ev/

^ , gX ;V , etc) associated
to a compact Riemann surface X with a finite collection V of nonzero tangent vectors.
As explained in [2], finding such compatible splittings is related to constructing solutions
of the Kashiwara–Vergne problem. The category MHS of graded polarizable Q–MHSs
is a Q–linear tannakian category, and therefore the category of representations of an
affine Q group, which we denote by �1.MHS/.1 Its reductive quotient is �1.MHSss/,
the tannakian fundamental group of the category of semisimple MHSs. As we explain

1The fiber functor is the underlying Q–vector space.
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in Section 10.2, there is a canonical cocharacter �W Gm! �1.MHSss/. Each of its lifts
z�W Gm! �1.MHS/ gives a splitting

VQ Š
M
m2Z

GrW
m VQ

of the weight filtration of the underlying Q–vector space of each graded polariz-
able MHS. These isomorphisms are natural in that they are respected by morphisms of
MHSs, but are not canonical as they depend on the choice of the lift z�.

The Mumford–Tate group MTV of a graded polarizable MHS V is defined to be the
image of the homomorphism

�1.MHS/! Aut.V /:

The Hodge splittings form a principal homogeneous space under the action of the
unipotent radical UV of MTV .

As above, X is a compact oriented surface and V D fEva W a 2Ag is a finite collection
of nonzero tangent vectors indexed by a finite subset A of X. Set X DX �A. The
Lie algebra p.X; Eva/ of the unipotent completion of �1.X; Eva/ is the set of primitive
elements of the completed group algebra Q�1.X; Eva/

^ . Denote the Mumford–Tate
group of p.X; Evo/ by MTX ;Evo

and its prounipotent radical by U MT
X ;Evo

. This group
depends nontrivially on .X; Evo/.

Theorem 6 Each choice of a lift z�W Gm! �1.MHS/ of the canonical central cochar-
acter �W Gm! �1.MHSss/ determines compatible splittings of the weight filtrations
on each of

p.X; Eva/; Q�1.X; Eva/
^; gX ;V ; Q�.X /^˝Q.�1/; Der Q�1.X; Eva/

^:

Under all such splittings, the algebraic operations, such as Goldman bracket, are graded.
Each choice of z� determines a “symplectic Magnus expansion” of �1.X; Eva/. The
splittings constructed from Hodge theory are a torsor under U MT

X ;Evo
.

The isomorphism of the completed Goldman Lie algebra with the “degree completion”
of its associated graded Lie algebra was originally proved by Kawazumi and Kuno
in [19] for surfaces with one boundary component. The general case was proved by
Alekseev, Kawazumi, Kuno and Naef in [3; 2].

In general, the splitting of p.X; Eva/ determined by z� gives a solution of the first
Kashiwara–Vergne problem KVI.g;jAj/ as defined in [1]. Complete solutions of the
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Kashiwara–Vergne problem correspond, by [2], to splittings of the weight filtration of
Q�.X / that are also compatible with the completed Turaev cobracket [30; 31; 21]

ı� W Q�.X /
^
!Q�.X /^˝Q�.X /^

corresponding to a framing � of X. This is achieved in [15] using Hodge theory.

1.2 Are the Goldman bracket and KK–action motivic?

The results above suggest that the Goldman bracket and the KK–action are motivic. In
particular, they suggest that if X is defined over a subfield K of C , then the profinite
completion

3Z�.X=K /˝ 3Z�.X=K /! 3Z�.X=K /˝ yZ.1/
of the Goldman bracket is Gal.K=K/–invariant. Here �.X=K / denotes the set of
conjugacy classes in geometric étale fundamental group of X and yZ denotes the
profinite completion of the integers. The analogous statement should also hold for the
KK–action. In the case of prounipotent completions used in this paper, we expect to be
able to prove that in the prounipotent case, after extending scalars to Q` , the Goldman
bracket

Q`�.XK /
pro-`
˝Q`�.XK /

pro-`
!Q`�.XK /

pro-`
˝Q`.1/

is Gal.K=K/–equivariant, and similarly for the KK–action.

Outline

The main results are proved using known factorizations of the Goldman bracket and
the KK–action. These are recalled in Sections 3 and 4. The strategy is to prove that
each map in the factorization is a morphism of mixed Hodge structure. The first step
is to show that each can be expressed in terms of differential forms. Those maps that
are not Poincaré duality are expressed in terms of iterated integrals. This is done in
Sections 6 to 9. The proofs are completed using these de Rham descriptions to show
that all maps in the factorizations of the bracket and action are morphisms of mixed
Hodge structure. Below is a section by section description of the contents of the paper.

Since we use the de Rham theory of path spaces to prove the results, we begin, in
Section 3, with a review of path spaces and the associated fibrations and local systems. In
Section 4 we recall the homological definitions of the Goldman bracket and KK–action.
In preparation for stating the path space de Rham theorems needed later in the paper,
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we review, in Section 5, several basic facts from rational homotopy theory, including
unipotent completion and the definition of rational K.�; 1/ spaces. Section 6 is a review
of Chen’s iterated integrals, the cyclic bar construction and several of the de Rham
theorems for path spaces. We also prove a new (though not unexpected) de Rham
theorem for the degree-0 de Rham cohomology of the free loop space of a nonsimply
connected manifold. This is in preparation for giving the de Rham description of the
continuous dual of the Goldman bracket, which we derive in Section 8. This is followed
with a de Rham description of the continuous dual of the KK–action in Section 9.

With the de Rham description of the duals of the Goldman bracket and the KK–action
established, we embark on the Hodge-theoretic aspects in Section 10. This begins with
a very brief review of the basics of mixed Hodge structures (eg definition, exactness
properties). Because of the relevance of splittings of weight filtrations to the Kashiwara–
Vergne problem [1], there is a brief review of Tannaka theory, which is used to explain
the existence of natural splittings of the weight filtrations of mixed Hodge structures
and to define Mumford–Tate groups of mixed Hodge structures. Admissible variations
of MHSs are reviewed and the compatibility of Poincaré duality with Hodge theory
with coefficients in an admissible variation is established using Saito’s fundamental
work [27]. Results from [17] are recalled, which imply that certain local systems
constructed from iterated integrals are admissible variations of MHSs. The section
concludes with a brief review of limit mixed Hodge structures.

The de Rham descriptions of the Goldman bracket and the KK–action are combined
with results from Hodge theory to prove Theorems 1 and 4 in Section 11. The proof of
Theorem 2 is considerably more difficult and is proved in Section 12 using a splitting
result for limit mixed Hodge structures. Theorems 5 and 6 are proved in Section 13.
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2 Notation and conventions

Suppose that X is a topological space. There are two conventions for multiplying paths.
We use the topologist’s convention: The product ˛ˇ of two paths ˛; ˇW Œ0; 1�!X is
defined when ˛.1/D ˇ.0/. The product path traverses ˛ first, then ˇ . We will denote
the set of homotopy classes of paths from x to y in X by �.X Ix;y/. In particular,
�1.X;x/D�.X Ix;x/. The fundamental groupoid of X is the category whose objects
are x 2X and where Hom.x;y/D �.X Ix;y/.

A local system V over X of R–modules (R a ring) is a functor from the fundamental
groupoid of X to the category of R–modules. The fiber of the local system over x 2X

(ie value at x ) will be denoted by Vx . When X is locally contractible, there is an
equivalence between the category of local systems of R–modules and the category of
locally constant sheaves of R–modules. Sometimes we will regard a local system as a
locally constant sheaf, and vice versa.

When X is compact, Y a closed subspace, and F a sheaf on X �Y , we define the
relative cohomology group H �.X;Y IF / by

H �.X;Y IF / WDH �.X I i!F /;

where i W X �Y ,!X denotes the inclusion.

If V is a local system of finite-dimensional k–vector spaces over X, and if X and Y

are finite complexes, define

H�.X;Y IV /D Homk.H
�.X;Y IV �/;k/;

where V � denotes the dual local system.

Complex algebraic varieties will be considered as complex analytic varieties. In
particular, OX will denote the sheaf of holomorphic functions on X in the complex
topology.

For clarity, we have attempted to denote complex algebraic and analytic varieties by the
roman letters X, Y , etc and arbitrary smooth manifolds (and differentiable spaces) by
the letters M, N , etc. This is not always possible. The complex of smooth k–valued
differential forms on a smooth manifold M will be denoted by E�k.M /.

3 Path spaces and local systems

Throughout this section, M is a smooth manifold and k is a commutative ring.
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3.1 Path spaces

The path space of M is the set

PM D f W Œ0; 1�!M W  is piecewise smoothg

endowed with the compact–open topology. For each t 2 Œ0; 1� we have the evaluation
map

pt W PM !M;  7!  .t/:

The map

(3-1) p0 �p1W PM !M �M

is a fibration (ie a Hurewicz fibration). Its fiber over .x0;x1/, the space of paths in M

from x0 to x1 , will be denoted by Px0;x1
M.

The total space of the restriction

pW ƒM !M

of (3-1) to the diagonal M �M �M is the free loop space f˛W S1!M g of M ;
the projection p takes ˛W S1 !M to ˛.0/, where we view S1 as Œ0; 1�=.0 � 1/.
The space of loops in M based at x 2M, denoted by ƒxM, is p�1.x/. Note that
Px;xM DƒxM for all x 2M.

Proposition 3.1 We have

�.M /D �0.ƒM /; �.M Ix0;x1/D �0.Px0;x1
M /; �1.M;x/D �0.ƒxM /;

H0.ƒM Ik/D k�.M /; H0.Px0;x1
M Ik/D k�.M Ix0;x1/:

3.2 Local systems

Two local systems play an important role in the story.

Definition 3.2 Define LM to be the local system of k–modules over M whose fiber
LM;x over x 2M is H0.ƒxM Ik/.

The parallel transport action

�.M Ix;y/! Isomk.H0.LxM Ik/;H0.LyM Ik//

is given by conjugation.
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For each pair .x0;x1/ 2M 2 , the evaluation map

pW Px0;x1
M !M;  7! 

�
1
2

�
is a fibration, where p D p 1

2
. Denote its fiber over x 2M by Px0;x;x1

M. Observe
that path multiplication induces a homeomorphism

Px0;xM �Px;x1
M ! Px0;x;x1

M

as each element  of Px0;x;x1
M can be uniquely factored as  0 00, where  02Px0;xM

and  00 2 Px;x1
M.

Definition 3.3 Define PM Ix0;x1
to be the local system of k–modules over M whose

fiber PM Ix0;x;x1
over x 2M is H0.Px0;x;x1

M Ik/.

The parallel transport function

�.M Ix;y/! Isomk.H0.Px0;x;x1
M Ik/;H0.Px0;y;x1

M Ik//

is induced by the map

Px;yM�.Px0;xM�Px;x1
M /!Px0;yM�Py;x1

M; .�;  0;  00/ 7! . 0�;��1 00/:

Proposition 3.4 For each subset U of M �fx0;x1g, there are well-defined pairings

(3-2) �W LU ˝ j �PM Ix0;x1
! j �PM Ix0;x1

and �W LU ˝LU !LU ;

where j W U ,!M denotes the inclusion.

Proof On the fiber over x 2 U, the first pairing is induced by the map

�1.U;x/�
�
�.M Ix0;x/��.M Ix;x1/

�
! �.M Ix0;x/��.M Ix;x1/

that takes .˛;  0;  00/ to . 0˛;  00/. The second pairing is induced by the multiplication
map ƒxU �ƒxU !ƒxU.

Proposition 3.5 If M is connected, then there are natural isomorphisms

H0.M ILM /ŠH0.ƒM / and H0.M IPM Ix0;x1
/ŠH0.Px0;x1

M /:

If M is a K.�; 1/, then there are natural isomorphisms

Hj .M ILM /ŠHj .ƒM / and Hj .M IPM Ix0;x1
/ŠHj .Px0;x1

M /:
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Proof The assertions for ƒM are proved by applying the Serre spectral sequence
to the fibration ƒM !M ; the assertions for Px0;x1

M are obtained by applying the
Serre spectral sequence to the fibration p1=2W Px0;x1

M !M. This gives the result in
degree 0. If M is a K.�; 1/, then Px;yM is a disjoint union of contractible spaces for
all x;y 2M, which implies that the spectral sequence collapses at E2, which proves
the remaining assertions.

3.3 Chas–Sullivan maps

Each ˛ 2ƒM gives rise to a section y̨ of ˛�LM . It is induced by the lift z̨

ƒM

p

��

Œ0; 1�

z̨

;;

˛
// M

of ˛ defined as follows. For each t 2 Œ0; 1�, write ˛W Œ0; 1�!M as the product

˛ D ˛t˛
t ;

where ˛t is the restriction of ˛ to Œ0; t � and ˛t is its restriction to Œt; 1�.2 Then
y̨W Œ0; 1�!ƒM is the loop z̨.t/D ˛t˛t in ƒ˛.t/M. The Chas–Sullivan map [5]

ˇCSW H0.ƒM /!H1.M ILM /

takes Œ˛� to Œy̨�.

There is a similar construction for path spaces due to Kawazumi and Kuno. Each
 2 Px0;x1

M gives rise to a section y of  �PM Ix0;x1
. It is induced by the lift z

Px0;x1
M

p

��

Œ0; 1�

z
::


// M

of  defined as follows. For each t 2 Œ0; 1�, write  W Œ0; 1� ! M as the product
 D  0t

00
t , where  0t is the restriction of  to Œ0; t � and  00t is its restriction to Œt; 1�.

2Strictly speaking, we should reparametrize each so that it is defined on Œ0; 1� , but since the value of
an iterated line integral on a path is independent of its parametrization, this is not necessary.
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Then z W Œ0; 1�!Px0;x1
M is the lift of  defined by z .t/D  0t

00
t . It is a cycle relative

to fx0;x1g. The Kawazumi–Kuno map

ˇKKW H0.Px0;x1
M /!H1.M; fx0;x1gIPM Ix0;x1

/

takes  to Œy �.

Remark 3.6 The first map appears in the paper [5, Section 7] of Chas and Sullivan,
where it was used to give a homological formula for the Goldman bracket. Both maps
appear in the paper [20, Section 3] of Kawazumi and Kuno, who rediscovered the first
map and defined the second. They rediscovered the Chas–Sullivan formula for the
Goldman bracket and used the second to give an analogous homological description of
the action.

4 The Goldman bracket and the KK–action

Now suppose that X is a compact, connected, oriented surface with (possibly empty)
boundary @X. Suppose that x0;x1 2X. These may or may not be boundary points. Set
X 0 DX � .fx0;x1g[ @X /. Let j W X 0 ,!X denote the inclusion. As in the previous
section, we fix a commutative ring k. All homology groups will have coefficients in k,
and tensor products will be over k unless otherwise noted.

4.1 Intersection pairings

Suppose that V is a local system of k–modules over X 0 and that W is a local system
of k–modules over X. The intersection pairing

H1.X
0
IV /˝H1.X; fx0;x1g[ @X IW /!H0.X

0
IV ˝ j �W /

induces a well-defined pairing

h ; iW H1.X
0
IV /˝H1.X; fx0;x1gIW /!H0.X

0
IV ˝ j �W /:

Similarly, for local systems V and W of k–modules over X, the intersection pairing

H1.X IV /˝H1.X; @X IW /!H0.X IV ˝W /

restricts to an intersection pairing

h ; iW H1.X IV /˝H1.X IW /!H0.X IV ˝W /:
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4.2 The Goldman bracket

As is well-known (see [4; 19]), the Goldman bracket can be expressed in terms of the
intersection pairing and the Chas–Sullivan map. It is the composite

(4-1) H0.ƒ.X //
˝2 ˇ

˝2
CS
��!H1.X ILX /

˝2 h ; i
��!H0.X IL

˝2
X
/

��
�!H0.X ILX /DH0.ƒ.X //;

where the last map is induced by the multiplication pairing �W LX ˝LX !LX .

4.3 The Kawazumi–Kuno action

Likewise, the Kawazumi–Kuno action can be expressed in terms of the intersection
pairing. Let j W X 0 ,!X denote the inclusion.

Proposition 4.1 The KK–action

�W H0.ƒX 0/˝H0.Px0;x1
X /!H0.Px0;x1

X /

is the composite

(4-2) H0.ƒ.X
0//˝H0.Px0;x1

X /
ˇCS˝ˇKK
����!H1.X

0
ILX 0/˝H1.X; fx0;x1gIPX Ix0;x1

/

!H0.X
0
ILX 0 ˝ j �PX Ix0;x1

/
��
�!H0.X

0
I j �PX Ix0;x1

/ŠH0.Px0;x1
X /;

where �W LX 0 ˝ j �PX Ix0;x1
! j �PX Ix0;x1

denotes the natural pairing.

When x0;x1 2 @X, this action descends to the pairing

H0.ƒX /˝H0.Px0;x1
X /!H0.Px0;x1

X /:

When x0 D x1 , it further descends to the Goldman bracket

H0.ƒX /˝H0.ƒX /!H0.ƒX /:

5 Unipotent completion and continuous duals

Suppose that C is a k–linear abelian category with a faithful functor !W C ! Veck

to the category of k–vector spaces. We also require that C has a unit object 1 with
!.1/ a 1–dimensional vector space and that C is closed under direct and inverse limits.
Define the dimension of an object V of C to be dimk !.V /.
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The two such categories relevant in this paper are:

(i) The category of k–local systems over a path-connected topological space X,
where ! takes a local system to its fiber over a fixed basepoint x 2X. The unit
object 1 is the trivial local system of rank 1.

(ii) The category of representations over k of a group � and ! takes a representation
to its underlying vector space. The unit object is the trivial 1–dimensional
representation.

These are related as the category of k–local systems over X (path-connected and
locally contractible) is equivalent to the category of representations of �1.X;x/ over k.
The equivalence takes a local system to its fiber over the basepoint x .

An object V of C is said to be trivial if it is isomorphic to a finite direct sum of unit
objects.

Definition 5.1 An object V of C is unipotent if it has a finite filtration

0D V0 � V1 � � � � � Vr�1 � Vr D V

in C , where each Vj=Vj�1 is trivial.

Each object V of C has a natural topology, where the neighborhoods of 0 are the
kernels of homomorphisms V ! U, where U is a unipotent object of C .

Definition 5.2 The unipotent completion V un of an object V of C is its completion
in this topology. In concrete terms,

V un
D lim

 ��
V =K

unipotent

V =K:

The continuous dual {V of a pro-object V of C is

{V D Homcts
C .V; 1/ WD lim

��!
V =K

unipotent

HomC.V =K; 1/:

If � is a discrete group and H1.�Ik/ is finite-dimensional, then the unipotent com-
pletion of the group algebra k� is its I –adic completion

k�^ WD lim
 ��
n�0

k�=In;
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where I is the augmentation ideal. This is a complete Hopf algebra. In this case, the
unipotent completion (sometimes called the Maltsev completion) �un

=k of � over k is the

grouplike elements of k�^ and its Lie algebra is the set of primitive elements of k�^ .3

When kDQ, we will write �un in place of �un
=Q . The unipotent fundamental group

�un
1
.X;x/=k of a pointed topological space is defined to be the unipotent completion

of �1.X;x/ over k. In this case the unipotent completion of a finitely generated
� –module V (or one with V =IV finite-dimensional) is its I –adic completion:

V un
D V ^ WD lim

 ��
n

V =InV:

The category Repun
k .�/ of unipotent representations of � over k is equivalent to the

category of representations of �un . Consequently, there are isomorphisms

Ext�Repun
k .�/

.k;V /ŠH �.�un
=k;V /ŠH �cts.p;V /;

where p is the Lie algebra of �un
=k and H �cts.p;V / is its continuous cohomology.

5.1 Rational K.�; 1/ spaces

The natural homomorphism �! �un.Q/ induces a homomorphism

H �.�un
IQ/!H �.�IQ/:

When � D �1.M;x/, it can be composed with H �.�1.M;x//!H �.M /, the canon-
ical homomorphism, to get a natural homomorphism

(5-1) H �.�un
1 .M;x/IQ/!H �.M IQ/:

Definition 5.3 A connected topological space M is a rational K.�; 1/ if the homo-
morphism (5-1) is an isomorphism.

An equivalent version of the definition is that M is a rational K.�; 1/ if and only if
its Sullivan minimal model is generated in degree 1. The equivalence of the definitions
corresponds to the fact that the 1–minimal model of M is isomorphic to the DGA
Homcts.ƒ�p;k/ of continuous Chevalley–Eilenberg cochains on p.

3More precisely, the unipotent completion �un
=k over k of an arbitrary discrete group � is the affine

k–group whose coordinate ring is the Hopf algebra Homcts.k�;k/ . When H1.�Ik/ is finite-dimensional
its group of A–rational points, where A is a k–algebra, is the set of grouplike elements of A�^ .
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Theorem 5.4 Every connected oriented surface with finite topology, except for the
2–sphere, is a rational K.�; 1/. Equivalently, every oriented surface with nonpositive
Euler characteristic is a rational K.�; 1/.

Proof When � is free, the result follows trivially from the fact that the cohomology
of a free Lie algebra vanishes in degrees > 1. When � is the fundamental group of
a genus g surface, this seems to be well-known folklore.4 However, I will include a
very brief proof as I do not know any good references.

The starting point is that a compact Riemann surface X, being a compact Kähler
manifold, is “formal”.5 This implies that the Lie algebra p of the unipotent completion
of � D �1.X;x/ is isomorphic to the completion of its associated graded:

pŠ ŒL.H /=.�/�^;

where H DH1.X IQ/ and �D
Pg

jD1
Œaj ; bj �, with a1; : : : ; bg a symplectic basis of H.

The continuous cohomology of p is isomorphic to the cohomology of the associated
graded Lie algebra p� WD L.H /=.�/. It is clear that H0.p�/DQ, H1.p�/Š H. To
prove the result, it suffices to show that Hj .p�/ is 1–dimensional when j D 2 and
vanishes when j > 2.

The universal enveloping algebra U p� is graded isomorphic to A� WD T .H /=.�/,
where T .H / denotes the tensor algebra on H. The homological assertion is proved by
observing that, for all n� 0,

0!An
@2
�!H ˝AnC1

@1
�!AnC2! 0

is exact, where @2.u/D
Pg

jD1
.aj ˝ bj u� bj ˝ aj u/ and @1.x˝ v/D xv . It implies

that
0!A�

@2
�!H ˝A�

@1
�!A�!Q! 0

is a left A� resolution of the trivial A�–module Q, from which the homological
computation follows.

6 Iterated integrals and path space de Rham theorems

We will assume that the reader has a basic familiarity with Chen’s iterated integrals.
Three relevant references are Chen’s comprehensive survey [6], the introduction [13]

4See, for example, pages 290 and 316 of [29].
5Alternatively, this follows from the existence of an MHS on p and the purity of H1.X / .
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to iterated integrals and Hodge theory, and [11], in which the mixed Hodge structures
on the cohomology of path spaces used in this paper are constructed. Throughout
this section, k will be either R or C .6 The complex of smooth k–valued forms on a
manifold M (or differentiable space) will be denoted by E�k.M /.

We begin with a very quick overview of Chen’s theory. Suppose that M is a smooth
manifold. One needs a notion of differential forms on PM. Chen uses his useful
and elementary notion of differential forms on a “differentiable space”. But iterated
integrals can be defined for any reasonable notion of differential forms on PM.

The time-ordered r –simplex is

�r
WD f.t1; : : : ; tr / 2Rr

W 0� t1 � � � � � tr � 1g:

For each r � 0, there is a “sampling map” �r W �
r �PM !M �M r �M. It is defined

by
�r .t1; : : : ; tr ;  /D . .0/;  .t1/; : : : ;  .tr /;  .1//:

Now suppose that w1; : : : ; wr 2 E�.M /. Then (up to a sign, which depends on
conventions) Z

.w1jw2j � � � jwr /

is the differential form ���
�
r .1�w1�� � ��wr�1/ on PM, where � W �r�PM!PM

is the projection. It has degree
P

j .�1C degwj / and vanishes when any of the wj is
of degree 0. In particular, when each wj is a 1–form, then

R
.w1j � � � jwr / is a smooth

function on PM. Its value on  2 PM is the time-ordered integralZ


.w1j � � � jwr / WD

Z
�r

w1 � � � � �wr :

Its value on a path does not depend on the parametrization of  . We will use Chen’s
sign conventions (used in both [6] and [11]).

The space of iterated integrals is the subspace of E�.PM / spanned by the elements

p�0w
0
^

Z
.w1j � � � jwr /^p�1w

00;

where w0; w00 2 E�.M /. The space of iterated integrals is closed under exterior
derivative and wedge product and is therefore a DGA.

6It is possible to take kDQ if one takes E�.X / to be the DGA of Sullivan’s rational PL forms on
the simplicial set of singular simplices on a topological space X.
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6.1 Reduced bar construction

Iterated integrals on PM and on “pullback path fibrations” are described algebraically
by Chen’s reduced bar construction. The following discussion summarizes results in
Chen [6, Chapter IV], especially in Section 4.2. There are also relevant discussions in
Sections 1, 2 and 3.4 of [11].

Suppose that f W N!M�M is a smooth map of smooth manifolds. One can pull back
the free path fibration p0�p1W PM !M �M to obtain a fibration pW PfM !N :

(6-1)
PfMp

Pf
//

��

// PM

p0�p1

��

N
f
// M �M

The total space PfM is naturally a differentiable space. Two relevant cases are

(i) N D fx0;x1g and f is the inclusion, in which case PfM is Px0;x1
M ;

(ii) N DM and f is the diagonal, in which case PfM is ƒM.

Pullbacks of iterated integrals on PM along Pf and pullbacks of forms on N along p

generate a sub-DGA of E�.PfM /, which we denote by Ch�.PfM /. It admits an
algebraic description in terms of the reduced bar construction. We review a special case.

Suppose that A� , A�
0

and A�
1

are nonnegatively graded DGAs over k. Suppose that

�j W A
�
!A�j ; j D 0; 1

are DGA homomorphisms. Then one can define [6, Section 4.1; 11, Section 1.2] the
reduced bar construction B.A�

0
;A�;A�

1
/. With these assumptions, it is a nonnegatively

graded commutative DGA.

It is the k–span of elements a0Œa1j � � � jar �a
00 which are multilinear in the a’s, where

a0 2A�
0

, a00 2A�
1

and each aj 2AC .7 It is an A�
0
˝A�

1
–module.

For future reference, we note that if a1; : : : ar 2A1 , then

(6-2) d Œa1j � � � jar �

D�

rX
jD1

Œa1j � � � jdaj j � � � jar �

�

r�1X
jD1

Œa1j � � � jaj ^ ajC1j � � � jar �C Œa1j � � � jar�1�ar � a1Œa2j � � � jar �:

7The empty symbol Œ � , which corresponds to r D 0 , is interpreted as 1 .
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In addition, for each f 2A0 , there are also the relations

(6-3)

Œa1j � � � jaj�1jdf jaj j � � � jar �D Œa1j � � � jaj�1jfaj j � � � jar ��Œa1j � � � jfaj�1jaj j � � � jar �;

Œdf ja1j � � � jar �D Œfa1j � � � jar ��f Œa1j � � � jar �;

Œa1j � � � jar jdf �D Œa1j � � � jfar ��Œa1j � � � jar �f;

Œdf �D Œ �f �f Œ �;

where r > 0 in the first three relations and j > 1 in the first relation.

The map

B.E�.M /;E�.M /;E�.M // '�! Ch�.PM /;

defined by

w0Œw1j � � � jwr �w
00
7! p�0w

0
^

Z
.w1j � � � jwr /^p�1w

00;

where �0 and �1 are both the identity, is a well-defined DGA isomorphism.

If C � is a commutative DGA and �W A�˝A�! C � is a DGA homomorphism, one
defines the (reduced) circular bar construction by

B.A�IC �/ WD B.A�;A�;A�/˝.A�˝A�/ C �:

It is spanned by elements of the form Œa1j � � � jar �c where each aj 2AC and c 2 C � .

A smooth map f W N !M �M induces a homomorphism

f �W E�.M /˝E�.M /!E�.N /:

We can thus form the circular bar construction B.E�.M /IE�.N //. In terms of the
notation above, the map

B.E�.M /IE�.N //! Ch�.PfM /

that takes

Œw1j � � � jwr �w 7! .Pf /�
�Z

.w1j � � � jwr /

�
^p�w

is a well-defined DGA isomorphism. See [6, Theorem 4.2.1].

It is useful to know that complexes of iterated integrals constructed from quasi-
isomorphic sub-DGAs of E�.M / and E�.M / are quasi-isomorphic.
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Proposition 6.1 (Chen; cf [11, Corollary 1.2.3]) Suppose that

A�
1
˝A�

1

e1
//

�A

��

C �
1

�C

��

A�
2
˝A�

2

�2
// C �

2

is a diagram of DGA homomorphisms in which A�j and C �j are commutative and
nonnegatively graded (j D 1; 2). If �A and �C are quasi-isomorphisms and A�j are
homologically connected, then the induced DGA homomorphism

�W B.A�1IC
�

1/! B.A�2IC
�

2/

is a quasi-isomorphism.

Corollary 6.2 If gW Y !N is a homotopy equivalence, then

.Ph/�W Ch�.PfM /! Ch�.Pf ıgM /

is a quasi-isomorphism.

Remark 6.3 If A� is a nonnegatively graded DGA with A0 D k, then the associated
reduced bar and circular bar constructions are canonically graded. Specifically, there
are canonical isomorphisms

B.A�1IA
�;A�2/Š

M
n�0

A�1˝ .A
C/˝n

˝A�2 and B.A�IC �/Š
M
n�0

.AC/˝n
˝C �;

where ACD
L

n>0 An . This fact, in conjunction with Proposition 6.1, is a useful tech-
nical tool. One can replace E�.M / by a quasi-isomorphic sub-DGA A� with A� D k.
This is particularly useful when doing relative de Rham theory, as in Sections 6.4
and 9.1.

6.2 De Rham theorems

Denote the cohomology of the complex of k–valued iterated integrals on the pullback
path fibration PfM by

H �dR.PfM Ik/:

Theorem 6.4 (Chen) If M is connected, then integration induces an isomorphism

H 0
dR.ƒxM Ik/ '�! lim

��!
n

Homk.k�1.M;x/=In;k/:
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Consequently, if H 1.M Ik/ is finite-dimensional, then for each x 2M, integration
induces a Hopf algebra isomorphism

O.�un
1 .M;x/=k/ŠH 0

dR.ƒxM Ik/:

Corollary 6.5 If H1.M Ik/ is finite-dimensional, then for all x0;x1 2M, integration
induces an isomorphism

H 0
dR.Px0;x1

M Ik/Š Homcts.H0.Px0;x1
M /;k/:

6.3 Iterated integrals and rational K.�; 1/ spaces

Since the loop space ƒxX of a path-connected topological space is a disjoint union
of contractible spaces, a space X is a K.�; 1/ if and only if H j .ƒxX / vanishes for
all j > 0. There is an analogous statement for rational K.�; 1/. It is an immediate
consequence of [11, Theorem 2.6.2] and the definition of a rational K.�; 1/.

Proposition 6.6 A connected manifold M is a rational K.�; 1/ if and only if for one
(and hence all ) x 2M, H

j
dR.ƒxM / vanishes when j > 0. Equivalently , it is a rational

K.�; 1/ if and only if for all x0;x1 2M, H
j
dR.Px0;x1

M /D 0 when j > 0.

6.4 Relative de Rham theory for pullback path fibrations

Suppose that M is a connected manifold. Fix a smooth map f W N !M �M. Then
one has the pullback path fibration (6-1). Chen [6] proved that when M is simply
connected, integration induces a graded algebra isomorphism

H �dR.PfM IR/!H �.PfM IR/:

Here we investigate what happens when M is connected, but not simply connected.8

We are particularly interested in the case where PfM is the free loop space ƒM. In
the current context, it is best to do this using sheaf theory. For simplicity, we assume
that M and N are finite complexes.

Denote the restriction of the fibration PfM ! M to an open subset U of N by
PfM jU . Let {P j

f
be the sheaf over N associated to the presheaf

U 7!H
j
dR.PfM jU Ik/:

8These results do not seem to have previously appeared in the literature.
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Corollary 6.2, applied to the inclusion fxg!U, implies that it is locally constant. The
finiteness assumptions imply that it is a direct limit of unipotent local systems.

When M is a rational K.�; 1/, the sheaf {P j

f
will vanish when j > 0. In this case,

we will sometimes write {Pf instead of {P 0
f

.

Denote the sheaf of smooth k–valued k –forms on N (a manifold) by E k
N

. Define

Pk
f WD E 0

N ˝k
{P k
f :

It is a direct limit of flat vector bundles.

Proposition 6.7 There is a spectral sequence converging to H
jCk
dR .PfM Ik/ with

E
j ;k
1
DEj .N IPk

f
/ and d1 Dr , so that E

j ;k
2
DH j .N IPk

f
/.

Proof To simplify the proof, we choose a sub-DGA A� of E�.M / with A0 D k

and such that the inclusion A� ,! E�.M / is a quasi-isomorphism. Any will do.
Proposition 6.1 implies that the inclusion

B.A�IE�N / ,! Ch�.PfM /

induces an isomorphism

H �.B.A�IE�N //ŠH �dR.PfM Ik/:

The first benefit of replacing E�.M / by A� is that for all submanifolds U of N (such
as U open or a point), there is a natural isomorphism

(6-4) B.A�IE�.U //Š B.k;A�;k/˝E�.U /

of graded vector spaces. So, unlike Ch�.PfM jU /, which is only a filtered complex,
B.A�IE�.U // is a double complex. This will simplify the homological algebra. The
second benefit is that, since the restriction of the augmentation �x to A� is independent
of x 2M, the inclusion

B.A�Ik/Š B.k;A�;k/ ,! Ch�.Px;yM Ik/

is a quasi-isomorphism for all x;y 2M. This gives a trivialization of the vector bundles
Pk
f

for all k � 0; the trivializing sections are those in H k.B.A�Ik//˝k.

Consider the sheaf B�
f

of complexes on N associated to the presheaf

U 7! B.A�IE�.U //:
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Corollaries 6.2 and 6.5 imply that the associated homology sheaf is the graded sheaf
{P �
f
˝k E �

N
. It has a natural connection, which we denote by r .

The complex B.A�IE�.N // can be filtered by degree in E�.N /. The corresponding
spectral sequence converges to

H �
�
B.A�IE�.N //

�
DH �dR.PfM Ik/:

It satisfies
E

j ;k
1
DEj .N IPk

f /DH k.B.A�Ik//˝Ej .N /

and has E2 term E
j ;k
2
DH j .N IPk

f
/.

To complete the proof, we need to show that the differential d1 coming from the
double complex B.A�IE�.N // equals the differential induced by the flat connection
r on P�

f
. We do this when k D 0, which is all we shall need, as surfaces with

nonpositive Euler characteristic are rational K.�; 1/ spaces. The proof in the case
k > 0 is similar, but more technical as it uses the definition of iterated integrals of
higher degree.

In the case k D 0, the equality of d1 and r reduces to the fundamental theorem of
calculus as follows: Suppose that w1; : : : ; wr 2A1 and that  2PM. For 0� s< t �1,
denote the restriction of  to Œs; t � by  t

s . By the fundamental theorem of calculus, the
value of the exterior derivative of the function

.s; t/ 7!

Z
 t

s

.w1j � � � jwr /

at .0; 1/ is

hwr ; P .1/i

Z


.w1j � � � jwr�1/� hw1; P .0/i

Z


.w2j � � � jwr /:

That d1Dr follows as every section of Pf is an E 0
M

–linear combination of elements
of H 0.B.A�Ik// and these, in turn, are k–linear combinations of the sections of B0

considered above.

Proposition 6.6 implies that P
j

f
vanishes for all j > 0 when M is a rational K.�; 1/.

Corollary 6.8 For all manifolds M with finite-dimensional H 1.M Ik/, we have
H 0

dR.PfM Ik/ŠH 0.M IP0
f
/. If M is a rational K.�; 1/, then for all j � 0,

H
j
dR.PfM Ik/ŠH j .M IP0

f /:

The second statement is the analogue of Proposition 3.5 for rational K.�; 1/ spaces.
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These results can be assembled into a de Rham theorem for the degree 0 cohomology
of pullback path spaces, such as the free loop space of M. If x 2N, then �1.N;x/

acts naturally on �.M Iy0;y1/, where f .x/D .y0;y1/; it acts by left multiplication
via the homomorphism �1.N;x/! �1.M;y0/ and right by multiplication by the
inverse of �1.N;x/! �1.M;y1/.

Theorem 6.9 If N is connected and M has finite-dimensional H 1.M Ik/, then

H 0
dR.PfM Ik/Š Homcts

k .k�.M Iy0;y1/;k/
�1.N;x/:

In particular, when f is the diagonal map �W M !M �M, we have

H 0
dR.ƒM Ik/ŠH 0.M ILM /Š Homcts

k .k�1.M;x/;k/�1.M;x/;

where �1.M;x/ acts on itself by conjugation and where LM WDP0
�

, which has fiber
H 0

dR.ƒxM Ik/ over x 2M.

Corollary 6.10 If M is a rational K.�; 1/ with dim H 1.M Ik/ <1, then

H
j
dR.ƒM Ik/ŠH j .M ILM /

for all j � 0.

7 Notational interlude

Suppose that M is a smooth manifold. Give H0.Px0;x1
M Ik/ the unipotent topology

and H0.ƒM Ik/ the quotient topology induced by the canonical surjection

H0.Px;xM Ik/!H0.ƒM Ik/:

Set
{H 0.Px0;x1

M Ik/ WD Homcts
k .H0.Px0;x1

M /;k/;

{H 0.ƒM Ik/ WD Homcts
k .H0.ƒM /;k/:

If H1.M Ik/ is finite-dimensional, then the I –adic and unipotent topologies on
k�1.M;x/ coincide. This implies that the I –adic and unipotent completions of
H0.Px0;x1

M Ik/ and H0.ƒM Ik/ also coincide. In this case (and with kDR or C ),
the path space de Rham theorems above assert that integration induces isomorphisms

H 0
dR.Px0;x1

M Ik/ '�! {H 0.Px0;x1
M Ik/ and H 0

dR.ƒM Ik/ '�! {H 0.ƒM Ik/:

In subsequent sections, the manifolds M considered have finitely generated fundamen-
tal groups. In particular, they satisfy the condition that H1.M Ik/ is finite-dimensional.
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8 Iterated integrals and the Goldman bracket

In this section we show that the continuous dual of the Goldman bracket is the compo-
sition of maps, each of which can be expressed in terms of Poincaré duality or iterated
integrals. This is essentially dual to the factorization (4-1) of the Goldman bracket. In
this section, we fix k to be R or C .

8.1 A formula for ˇCS

In this section we give a formula for the continuous dual of ˇCS , which holds for all
smooth manifolds M. For simplicity, we suppose that M has finite Betti numbers.
Recall the definition of ˇCS from Section 3.3.

Denote the continuous dual of LM by {LM . Chen’s de Rham theorem (Theorem 6.4)
implies that it is the locally constant sheaf associated to the flat bundle LM .

Set L�
M
D HomZ.LM ;k/. Then ˇCS induces a map

ˇ�CSW H
1.M IL�M /Š Hom.H1.M ILM /;k/!H 0.ƒM IL�M /:

The natural inclusion {LM ,!L�
M

induces a map

� W H 1.M ILM /ŠH 1.M I {LM /!H 1.M IL�M /:

Proposition 8.1 There is a map

{̌CSW H
1.M ILM /!H 0

dR.ƒM /

which is dual to ˇCS . That is, the diagram

H 1.M ILM /
{̌CS
//

�
��

H 0
dR.ƒM Ik/

integration
��

H 1.M IL�
M
/

ˇ�CS
// H 0.ƒM Ik/

commutes. In terms of the complex E�.M ILM /, the map {̌CS is induced by

{̌CSW Œw1j � � � jwr �˝w 7!

rX
jD0

ŒwjC1j � � � jwr jwjw1j � � � jwj �;

where w;w1; : : : ; wr 2E1.M /.
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Proof Proposition 6.7 implies that elements of E1.M ILM / are linear combinationsP
k Ik ˝wk , where wk 2E1.M / and

Ik 2 Gr H 0
�
B.E�.M /IE�.M //=.Œ �˝E�.M //

�
:

These, in turn, are linear combinations of expressions

' D Œw1j � � � jwr �˝w

where w and each wj is in E1.M /.

If ˛ 2ƒM, then the value of ' on y̨ is

h'; y̨i D

Z
˛

� Z
.w1j � � � jwr /; ˛

t˛t

�
w:

Let f and fj be the smooth functions on the unit interval defined by

˛�w D f .t/ dt and ˛�wj D fj .t/ dt; j D 1; : : : ; r:

Now

F.t/ WD

� Z
.w1j � � � jwr /; ˛

t˛t

�
D

rX
jD0

Z
˛t

.w1j � � � jwj /

Z
˛t

.wjC1j � � � jwr /

D

rX
jD0

Z
� � �

Z
t�t1�����tj�1

f1.t1/ � � � fj .tj /

Z
� � �

Z
0�tjC1�����tr�t

fjC1.tjC1/ � � � fr .tr /;

where all integrals are taken with respect to Lebesgue measure on each time-ordered
simplex. So

h'; y̨i D

Z 1

0

f .t/F.t/ dt

D

rX
jD0

Z
� � �

Z
0�tjC1�����tr�t�t1����tj�1

fjC1.tjC1/ � � � fr .tr /f .t/f1.t1/ � � � fj .tj /

D

rX
jD0

Z
˛

.wjC1j � � � jwr jwjw1j � � � jwj /:

The result follows as ˇCS.˛/D Œy̨�.

Corollary 8.2 The map ˇCSW H0.ƒM Ik/ ! H1.M ILM / is continuous in the
I–adic topology and thus induces a map {̌CSW H

1.M I {LM /! {H 0.ƒM Ik/.
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8.2 The continuous dual of the Goldman bracket

In this section, X D X � Y , where X is a compact oriented surface (possibly with
boundary) and Y is the union of @X and a finite set.9

Lemma 8.3 There is a map

(8-1) ^�W H2.X ;Y I {LX /!H1.X ;Y I {LX /
˝2

that is dual to the map

^W H 1.X ;Y ILX /
˝2
!H 2.X ;Y ILX /

induced by the cup product and the fiberwise multiplication map L˝2
X
!LX via the

natural pairings

LX ˝
{LX ! kX and H �.X ;Y ILX /˝H�.X ;Y I {LX /! k:

Proof The fiber of LX over x 2 X is k�1.X;x/. Let In denote the local system
corresponding to the nth power of the augmentation ideals. Multiplication induces
a map LX =I

n ˝ LX =I
n ! LX =I

n . Since dim H1.X Ik/ < 1, each LX =I
n is

finite-dimensional and
{LX D lim

��!
n

Homk.LX =I
n;k/:

Applying Homk. ;k/ to the cup product

H 1.X ;Y ILX =I
n/˝H 1.X ;Y ILX =I

n/!H 2.X ;Y ILX =I
n/

and then taking direct limits gives the map (8-1).

Poincaré duality is an isomorphism Hj .X ;Y IV /!H 2�j .X IV / for all local systems
V over X. Note that, since LX is a direct limit of finite-dimensional flat vector bundles,
de Rham’s theorem induces an isomorphism

H �.X ILX /ŠH �.X I {LX /:

Consequently, there are Poincaré duality isomorphisms

DW Hj .X ;Y I {LX /
'
�!H 2�j .X ILX /:

9In a subsequent section, when we are applying Hodge theory, X will be a compact Riemann surface
and Y will be finite.
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Proposition 8.4 The pairing {LX ˝LX ! kX induces a pairing of the composition
of the top row, the right-hand vertical map and the second row of

{H 0.ƒX /
'
//

f ; g_

��

H 0.X I {LX /
'
// H2.X ;Y I {LX /

^�

��

{H 0.ƒX /˝2 H 1.X I {LX /
˝2

{̌˝2
CS

oo H1.X ;Y I {LX /
˝2'

oo

pairs with the factorization (4-1) of the Goldman bracket. Consequently, the dual of the
Goldman bracket is continuous.

The continuity of the Goldman bracket was proved directly by Kawazumi and Kuno in
[19, Section 4.1].

8.3 Adams operations

Even though H0.ƒM / is not a ring, one can take the power of any loop. We therefore
have, for each n� 0, endomorphisms

 nW H0.ƒM /!H0.ƒM /

defined by taking the class Œ˛� of a loop to the class Œ˛n� of its nth power. Denote the
filtration on H0.ƒM / induced by the filtration of the group algebra by powers of its
augmentation ideal by I � . The Adams operator  n has the property that  n.I

m/�Imn

and is therefore continuous in the I –adic topology. It therefore induces a map

 nW H0.ƒM /^!H0.ƒM /^:

In Section 10.5 we show that when M is a smooth complex algebraic variety, each  n

is a morphism of MHSs.

Remark 8.5 Pick a basepoint x 2M. The set of primitive elements of Q�1.M;x/^

is the Lie algebra p.M;x/ of the unipotent completion of �1.M;x/ and Q�1.M;x/^

is the completed enveloping algebra of p.M;x/. By the PBW theorem, there is a
canonical complete coalgebra isomorphism

Q�1.M;x/^ Š
Y
k�0

Symk p:

The lift of  n to Q�1.M;x/^ takes  !  n and is therefore multiplication by n

on p.
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But since the nth power map that takes  2�1.M;x/ to  n commutes with the coprod-
uct �W Q�1.M;x/^! ŒQ�1.M;x/^�˝2 ,  n also commutes with �. It follows that
the restriction of  n to Symk p.M;x/ is multiplication by nk . Since the surjection
Q�1.M;x/^ ! H0.ƒM IQ/^ commutes with the  n , the PBW decomposition
descends to a decomposition

H0.ƒM IQ/^ Š
Y
k�0

Sk.ƒM /;

where  n acts on Sk by multiplication by nk .

9 De Rham theory and the dual of the KK–action

In this section we factor the continuous dual of the KK–action as a composition of
maps, each of which can be expressed in terms of Poincaré duality or iterated integrals.

9.1 Relative de Rham theory for Px0;x1
M

Here we sketch the relative de Rham theory for the fibration pW Px0;x1
M !M given

by evaluation at t D 1
2

. It is similar to the relative de Rham theory for pullback path
fibrations discussed in Section 6.4. For this reason, we will be brief. For simplicity,
we suppose that M is a manifold which is homotopy equivalent to a finite complex.
Throughout, k will be either R or C . As in Section 6.4, E

j
M

denotes the sheaf of
smooth k–valued j –forms on M.

Let Px0;x1
M jU denote the restriction of pW Px0;x1

M !M to the open subset U

of M. Let {P k
x0;x1

be the locally constant sheaf associated to the presheaf

U 7!H k
dR.Px0;x1

M jU Ik/:

It is a direct limit of unipotent local systems over M and has fiber isomorphic to

Homcts
k .P

k
M Ix0;x1

;k/Š
M

iCjDk

Homcts
k .Hi.Px0;xM /˝Hj .Px;x1

M /;k/

over x 2M. When M is a rational K.�; 1/, {P k
x0;x1

vanishes when k > 0. In this
case, we will sometimes denote {P 0

x0;x1
by {Px0;x1

.

Define Pk
x0;x1

D {P k
x0;x1

˝k E 0
M

. It has a natural flat connection r .

Proposition 9.1 There is a spectral sequence converging to H
jCk
dR .Px0;x1

M Ik/ with
E

j ;k
1
DEj .M IPk

x0;x1
/ and d1 Dr , so that E

j ;k
2
DH j .M IPk

x0;x1
/.
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Proof The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 6.7. As there, we choose a
quasi-isomorphic sub-DGA A� of E�.M / with A0 D k. Since the restriction of the
augmentation �x to A� does not depend on x 2M, for all x;y 2M there is a natural
quasi-isomorphism

B.k;A�;k/ ,! Ch�.Px;yM /:

The de Rham cohomology of the total space Px0;x1
M is computed by the complex

(9-1) B.k;A�;E�.M //˝E�.M /B.E�.M /;A�;k/:

As a graded vector space, it is isomorphic to

B.k;A�;k/˝E�.M /˝B.k;A�;k/:

Let B� be the sheaf of DGAs over M associated to the presheaf

U 7! B.k;A�;E�.U //˝E�.U /B.E�.U /;A�;k/:

It is isomorphic to B.k;A�;k/ ˝ E �
M
˝ B.k;A�;k/. Corollaries 6.2 and 6.5 im-

ply that the homology sheaf associated to B� is locally constant and isomorphic to
{Px0;x1

˝k E 0
M

. It is also isomorphic to

H 0.B.k;A�;k//˝2
˝ E 0

M :

The complex (9-1) can be filtered by degree in E�.M /. The resulting spectral sequence
converges to H �dR.Px0;x1

M Ik/. The E1 term of the spectral sequence is given by

E
j ;k
1
ŠEj .M;Pk

x0;x1
/:

We have to show that under this isomorphism, d1 corresponds to the differential r
given by the canonical flat connection on Px0;x1

.

To do this, first note that the E1 term is also isomorphic to

H �.B.kIA�Ik//˝2
˝ E �N :

We need only show that r and d1 agree on sections in H �.B.kIA�Ik//˝2˝k.

In the case k D 0, the equality of d1 and r reduces to the fundamental theorem
of calculus. Fix  2 Px0;x1

M and w1; : : : ; wr 2 A1 . The fundamental theorem of
calculus implies that the value of the exterior derivative of the function

t 7!

Z
 0t

.w1j � � � jwj /

Z
 00t

.wjC1j � � � jwr /
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at t D 1 is

hwj ; P
0
t .1/i

Z
 0t

.w1j � � � jwj�1/

Z
 00t

.wjC1j � � � jwr /

� hwrC1; P
00
t .0/i

Z
 0t

.w1j � � � jwr /

Z
 00t

.wrC2j � � � jwr /:

This corresponds to the degree .1; 0/ differential (and therefore the d1 differential)

Œw1j � � � jwj �˝ 1˝ ŒwjC1j � � � jwr �

7! .�1/degŒw1j���jwr�1�Œw1j � � � jwj�1�˝wj ˝ ŒwjC1j � � � jwr �

� .�1/degŒw1j���jwr �Œw1j � � � jwj �˝wjC1˝ ŒwjC2j � � � jwr �

of the double complex (9-1).

Corollary 9.2 If M is a rational K.�; 1/, then for all j � 0,

H j .M IPx0;x1
/ŠH

j
dR.Px0;x1

M Ik/Š {H j .Px0;x1
M Ik/;

and these vanish when j > 0.

9.2 Relative de Rham cohomology

We continue using the notation of the previous section. Before giving the factorization
of the continuous dual of the KK–action, we need to understand how to express the
relative cohomology group H �.M; fx0;x1gIPx0;x1

/ in terms of iterated integrals.
For simplicity, we suppose that M is a rational K.�; 1/. By Corollary 9.2, there is an
isomorphism

H j .M IPx0;x1
/ŠH

j
dR.Px0;x1

M Ik/

and this vanishes for all j > 0. This vanishing implies that the sequence

(9-2) 0!H 0.M IPx0;x1
/!H 0.fx0;x1gIPx0;x1

/ ı!H 1.M; fx0;x1gIPx0;x1
/

!H 1.M IPx0;x1
/

is exact.

To declutter the notation, we temporarily denote B.k;A�;k/ by B.A�/. There is
a natural inclusion B.A�/ ,! Ch�.Px0;x1

M /. Since M is a rational K.�; 1/, with
this notation, H �.M;Px0;x1

/ can be computed as the cohomology of the complex
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B.A�/˝E�.M /˝B.A�/. The cohomology of the fibers of pW Px0;x1
M !M over

x0 and x1 are both computed by the complex

B.A�/˝k˝B.A�/:

The restrictions to the fibers over x0 and x1 ,

�0; �1W B.A
�/˝E�.M /˝B.A�/! B.A�/˝k˝B.A�/;

are induced by the augmentations

�x0
; �x1
W E�.M /! k

on the middle factor. The relative cohomology H �.M; fx0;x1gIPx0;x1
/ is thus com-

puted by the complex

cone
�
B.A�/˝E�.M /˝B.A�/

�0˚�1
���!B.A�/˝k˝B.A�/˚B.A�/˝k˝B.A�/

�
Œ�1�:

Denote it by B�.M; fx0;x1gIPx0;x1
/. An element of this complex of degree j will

be written in the form�
J K

I

�
; where

�
I 2 ŒB.A�/˝E�.M /˝B.A�/�j ;

J;K 2 ŒB.A�/˝k˝B.A�/�j�1:

Its differential is given by

d

�
J K

I

�
D

�
�0.I/� dJ �1.I/� dK

dI

�
:

The exactness of (9-2) implies that the image of the connecting homomorphism ı

in (9-2) is a pushout. When M is a rational K.�; 1/, H 1.M IPx0;x1
/ vanishes, so:

Lemma 9.3 If M is a rational K.�; 1/, the diagram

H 0
dR.Px0;x1

M /
�0

//

�1

��

H 0
dR.ƒx0

M /˝H 0
dR.Px0;x1

M /

�0
��

H 0
dR.Px0;x1

M /˝H 0
dR.ƒx0

M /
�1

// H 1.M; fx0;x1gIPx0;x1
/

is a pushout, where �0 and �1 are induced by the multiplication maps

ƒx0
M �Px0;x1

M ! Px0;x1
M and Px0;x1

M �ƒx1
M ! Px0;x1

M;

respectively, and �0 and �1 are induced by the maps

�˛W B.A
�/˝B.A�/! B.M; fx0;x1gIPx0;x1

/
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defined by

�0.I ˝J /D

�
I ˝ 1˝J 0

0

�
and �1.I ˝J /D

�
0 I ˝ 1˝J

0

�
:

It will be useful to note that if I 2 B.A�/ represents an element of H 0
dR.Px0;x1

/M

and �I D
P
˛ I 0˛˝ I 00˛ , where I 0˛; I

00
˛ 2H 0.B.A�//, then

d

�
0 0P

˛ I 0˛˝ 1˝ I 00˛

�
D

�
�0�I �1�I

0

�
:

9.3 A formula for the dual of ˇKK

Suppose that M is a connected smooth manifold with finite Betti numbers. As in the
previous section, we assume for simplicity that M is a rational K.�; 1/. Recall the
definition of ˇKK from Section 3.3.

Proposition 9.4 The map

ˇt
KKW H

1.M; fx0;x1gIPM Ix0;x1
/!H 0

dR.Px0;x1
M /

is induced by the map

ˇ�KKW B
�.M; fx0;x1gIPx0;x1

/! B.k;A�;k/ ,! Ch�.Px0;x1
M /

defined by

(9-3)
�
I0˝ 1˝J0 I1˝ 1˝J1

Œw1j � � � jwj �˝w˝ ŒwjC1j � � � jwr �

�
7! Œw1j � � � jwj jwjwjC1j � � � jwr �C �.I0/J0� �.J1/I1;

where w;w1; : : : ; wr 2E1.M / and I0; I1;J0;J1 2 B.k;A�;k/0 .

In the expression above, the augmentation I0 7! �.I0/ corresponds to evaluation on the
trivial loop in ƒx0

M and J1 7! �.J1/ to evaluation on the trivial loop in ƒx1
M. So

the maps I0˝J0 7! �.I0/J0 and I1˝J1 7! �.J1/I1 are induced by the projections
p�1.x0/! Px0;x1

M and p�1.x1/! Px0;x1
M, respectively.

Proof Since

Ej .M IPx0;x1
/DH 0.B.A�//˝Ej .M /˝H 0.B.A�//�B.A�/˝E�.M /˝B.A�/;
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every element of Ej .M IPx0;x1
/ is of the form

W D
X

Ik ˝wk ˝Jk ;

where wk 2Ek.M / and Ik ;Jk 2H 0.B.A�//� B.A�/. Its exterior derivative is

rW D
X

k

.r0Ik/^wk˝JkCIk˝dwk˝JkCIk˝wk^r1Jk

D

X
k

�
Ik;˛˝.wk;˛^wk/˝JkCIk˝dwk˝JkCIk˝.wk^�k;ˇ/˝Jk;ˇ

�
;

where

r0Ik D

X
˛

Ik;˛˝wk;˛ 2H 0.B.A�//˝A� � B.k;A�;A�/� Ch1.Px0;M M /;

r1Jk D�

X
ˇ

�k;ˇ˝Jk;ˇ 2A�˝H 0.B.A�//� B.A�;A�;k/� Ch1.PM;x1
M /:

Here PM;x1
M denotes the restriction of PM !M 2 to M �fx1g, and Px0;M M its

restriction to fx0g �M.

The first task is to show that the formula vanishes on 1–coboundaries. The elements of
degree 0 in B�.M; fx0;x1gIPx0;x1

/ are linear combinations of elements of the form�
0 0

I ˝f ˝J

�
;

where f 2E0.M / and I;J 2H 0.B.A�//. Write

r0I D
X
˛

I˛˝w˛ and r1J D�
X
ˇ

�ˇ˝Jˇ:

Then

r.I ˝f ˝J /D I ˝ df ˝J C
X

I˛˝f w˛˝J �
X

I ˝f �ˇ˝Jˇ:

At this stage, it is useful to introduce the notation ŒI jw� for the concatenation of I and
w 2AC , etc. Then the expressions above imply that

I D
X
˛

ŒI˛jw˛ � and J D
X
ˇ

Œ�ˇjJˇ �

and that
ˇ�KKW

�
0 0

I 0˝w˝J 0

�
7! ŒI 0jwjJ 0�:
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Since

d

�
0 0

I ˝f ˝J

�
D

�
f .x0/�0.I ˝J / f .x1/�1.I ˝J /

r.I ˝f ˝J /

�
;

the relations (6-3) imply that this lies in the kernel of the map (9-3).10

The next task is to show that (9-3) takes closed elements to closed iterated integrals.
This follows from the fact that if I;J 2H 0.B.A�//, as above, and if w 2E1.M /, then

rI ˝w˝J D
X
˛

I˛˝ .w˛ ^w/˝J C I ˝ dw˝J C
X
ˇ

I ˝ .w^wˇ/˝Jˇ;

so that

d

�
0 0

I ˝w˝J

�
D

�
0 0
r.I ˝w˝J /

�
:

Then the formula (6-2) for the differential in the B.A�/ implies that this goes to
�d.I jwjJ / under (9-3).

The final task is to verify that the formula (9-3) induces a map dual to ˇKK . To do this,
it suffices to verify it on an element �

0 0
'

�
of B.M; fx0;x1gIPx0;x1

/, where

' WD Œw1j � � � jwj �˝w˝ ŒwjC1j � � � jwr �;

as every element of H 1.M; fx0;x1gIPx0;x1
/ is represented by a linear combination

of such elements. Since ˇKK. /D Œy � and since��
0 0
'

�
; ˇKK. /

�
D h'; y i;

it suffices to show that for each  2 Px0;x1
M,

h'; y i D

Z


.w1j � � � jwj jwjwjC1j � � � jwr /:

To prove this, fix  and let f and fj be the smooth functions on the unit interval
defined by

 �w D f .t/ dt and  �wj D fj .t/ dt; j D 1; : : : ; r:

10The easiest way to verify this is to note that B.A�/ can be decomposed B.A�/D kŒ �˚ker � , where
ker � is the span of the Œw1j � � � jwr � with r > 0 . One then treats the cases (1) I;J 2 ker � ; (2) I 2 ker �
and J D Œ � ; (3) I D Œ � and J 2 ker � ; and (4) I DJ D Œ � . These correspond to the four types of relations.
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Then the value of ' on y is

h'; y i D

Z 1

0

� Z
.w1j � � � jwj /; 

0
t

� � Z
.wjC1j � � � jwr /; 

00
t

�
f .t/ dt

D

Z 1

0

f .t/

Z
� � �

Z
0�t1�����tj�t

f1.t1/ � � � fj .tj /

Z
� � �

Z
t�tjC1�����tr�1

fjC1 � � � fr .tr /

D

Z
� � �

Z
0�t1�����tj�t�tjC1�����tr�1

f1.t1/ � � � fj .tj /f .t/fjC1.tjC1/ � � � fr .tr /

D

Z


.w1j � � � jwj jwjwjC1j � � � jwr /:

When M is a compact manifold with boundary and a rational K.�; 1/, we define {̌KK

to be the composite

H 1.M; fx0;x1g[ @M I {PM /!H 1.M; fx0;x1gI
{PM /

ˇt
KK
��! {H 0.Px0;x1

M /:

Here we are using the de Rham theorems to make the identifications

H 1.M; fx0;x1gI
{PM /ŠH 1

dR.M; fx0;x1gIPM /;

{H 0.Px0;x1
M /ŠH 0

dR.Px0;x1
M /:

9.4 The continuous dual of the KK–action

Suppose that X is a compact, connected, oriented surface and that Y is the union of
@X with a finite set. In addition, suppose that x0;x1 2X. These points may (or may
not) lie in Y . Set

X DX �Y and X 0 DX n fx0;x1g:

Denote the inclusion by j W X 0!X.

The proof of the following result is similar to that of Lemma 8.3 and is omitted. Since
X is a K.�; 1/, {P j

X Ix0;x1
D 0 when j > 0. As in Section 6.4, we will denote {P 0

X Ix0;x1

by {PX Ix0;x1
.

Lemma 9.5 There is a map

(9-4) ^�W H2.X ;Y [fx0;x1gI
{PX Ix0;x1

/

!H1.X ;Y [fx0;x1gI
{LX 0/˝H1.X

0; j � {PX Ix0;x1
/
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that is the continuous dual of the map

^W H 1.X ;Y [fx0;x1gILX 0/˝H 1.X 0; j �PX Ix0;x1
/

!H 2.X ;Y [fx0;x1gIPX Ix0;x1
/

induced by the cup product and the fiberwise multiplication map LX 0˝j �PX Ix0;x1
!

j �PX Ix0;x1
via the natural pairings

(9-5) LX 0 ˝
{LX 0 ! kX and PX Ix0;x1

˝ {PX Ix0;x1
! kX :

Proposition 9.6 The pairings (9-5) induce a pairing of the composition of the arrows
on the bottom and two sides of

{H 0.Px0;x1
X /

Š

��

��
// {H 0.ƒX 0/˝ {H 0.Px0;x1

X /

H 0.X 0I {PX Ix0;x1
/

Š

��

H 1.X 0I {LX 0/
˝

H 1.X ;Y [fx0;x1gI
{PX Ix0;x1

/

{̌CS˝{̌KK

OO

H2.X ;Y [fx0;x1gI
{PX Ix0;x1

/
^�

//

H1.X ;Y [fx0;x1gI
{LX 0/

˝

H1.X
0; j � {PX Ix0;x1

/

Š

OO

pairs with the factorization (4-2) of the KK–action. Consequently, the dual of the
KK–action is continuous.

The continuity of the KK–action was proved directly in [19, Section 4.1] by Kawazumi
and Kuno.

10 Hodge theory background

The reader is assumed to have some familiarity with Deligne’s mixed Hodge theory. The
basic reference is [7]. The book [26] is a comprehensive introduction. The paper [13]
is an introduction to the Hodge theory of the unipotent fundamental groups of smooth
complex algebraic varieties. In this section, we summarize the results from Hodge
theory needed in the proofs of the main results.
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10.1 Basics

A mixed Hodge structure (hereafter, an MHS) V consists of a finite-dimensional
Q–vector space VQ , an increasing weight filtration

0DWnVQ � � � � �Wj�1VQ �Wj VQ � � � � �WN VQ D VQ

of VQ , and a decreasing Hodge filtration

VC D FaVC � � � � � FpVC � FpC1VC � � � � � FbVC D 0;

where VC denotes VQ˝C . These are required to satisfy the condition that, for all
m 2 Z, the mth weight graded quotient GrW

m V of V , whose underlying Q–vector
space is

GrW
m V WDWmVQ=Wm�1VQ;

is a Hodge structure of weight m. This means simply that

GrW
m VC D

M
pCqDm

.Fp GrW
m VC/\ .F

q GrW
m VC/;

where FqVC is the conjugate of FqVC under the action of complex conjugation
on VC . An MHS V is said to be pure of weight m 2 Z if GrW

r V D 0 when r ¤m.
A Hodge structure of weight m is simply an MHS that is pure of weight m.

Morphisms of MHSs are defined in the obvious way: they are weight filtration preserv-
ing Q–linear maps of the underlying Q–vector spaces which induce Hodge filtration
preserving maps after tensoring with C . The category of MHSs is a Q–linear abelian
tensor category. This is not obvious, as the category of filtered vector spaces is not
an abelian category. For each m 2 Z, the functor GrW

m from the category of MHSs
to VecQ , the category of Q–vector spaces, is exact. In particular, this implies that if
�W V ! V 0 is a morphism of MHSs, then there are natural isomorphisms

GrW
�

ker� Š ker GrW
�
� and GrW

�
im� Š im GrW

�
�:

Most invariants of complex algebraic varieties that one can compute using differential
forms carry a natural mixed Hodge structure; morphisms of varieties induce morphisms
of MHSs. These MHSs have the additional property that they are graded polarizable,
which means that each weight-graded quotient admits a polarization, which is an inner
product that satisfies the Riemann–Hodge bilinear relations. All MHSs of “geometric
origin” are graded polarizable. Graded polarizations play an important, if hidden, role
in the theory, as we’ll indicate below.
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The Hodge structure Q.1/ is the 1–dimensional Hodge structure V of weight �2 with
Hodge filtration

VC D F�1VC � F0VC D 0:

It arises naturally as H1.C
�IQ/. Its dual is the Hodge structure Q.�1/ŠH 1.C�IQ/,

which has weight 2. The Hodge structure Q.n/ is defined to be Q.1/˝n when n� 0

and Q.�1/˝.�n/ when n< 0. If X is an irreducible projective variety of dimension d ,
then there are natural isomorphisms

H 2d .X /ŠQ.�d/ and H2d .X /ŠQ.d/:

The Tate twist V .n/ of an MHS V is defined by

V .n/ WD V ˝Q.n/:

Tensoring with Q.n/ shifts the weight filtration by �2n and the Hodge filtration by �n.

10.2 Tannakian considerations

The rational vector space VQ that underlies an MHS V is naturally, though not
canonically, isomorphic to its associated weight graded GrW

�
V . These splittings form a

principal homogeneous space under the action of the unipotent radical of the Mumford–
Tate group of V . This fact will allow us to use Hodge theory to give natural (but
not canonical) isomorphisms of the Goldman Lie algebra with its associated graded
Lie algebra and to show that they comprise a principal homogeneous space under a
unipotent Q–group. The best way to explain this is to use tannakian formalism. An
excellent reference for Tannakian categories is Deligne’s paper [9].

Denote the category of graded polarizable MHSs by MHS. The semisimple objects of
this category are direct sums of Hodge structures.11 The functor

!W MHS! VecQ

that takes an MHS to its underlying vector space is faithful and preserves tensor
products. This implies that MHS is a Q–linear neutral tannakian category and is
therefore equivalent to the category of representations of the affine Q–group

�1.MHS; !/ WD Aut˝ !:

The Q–vector space underlying each MHS is naturally a �1.MHS; !/–module.

11The existence of a polarization on a pure Hodge structure implies that it is a semisimple object
of MHS .
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Definition 10.1 The Mumford–Tate group MTV of an MHS V is the image of the
associated homomorphism

�V W �1.MHS; !/! AutQ VQ:

It is an affine algebraic Q–group.

Denote the subcategory of semisimple objects of MHS by MHSss . Since its objects are
direct sums of polarizable Hodge structures, MHSss is a tannakian subcategory of MHS.
The inclusion MHSss ,! MHS is fully faithful and therefore induces a surjection
�1.MHS; !/! �1.MHSss; !/. Its kernel is prounipotent, so that one has an extension

(10-1) 1! UMHS
! �1.MHS; !/! �1.MHSss; !/! 1:

The category of graded vector spaces Vec�Q is tannakian with fiber functor

˚W V � 7!
M

m

V m:

There is a natural isomorphism �1.Vec
�

Q;˚/ŠGm , where Gm acts on V m by the
mth power of the standard character. Since every object of MHSss is graded by weight,
the fiber functor ! of MHSss factors

MHSss
! Vec�Q

˚
�! VecQ:

Consequently, MHSss
! Vec�Q induces a central cocharacter

�W Gm! �1.MHSss; !/

of Q–groups.

Levi’s theorem implies that there is a lift z�W Gm! �1.MHS; !/ (no longer central)
and that any two such lifts are conjugate by an element of UMHS.Q/.

The abelianization H1.UMHS/ is an inverse limit of �1.MHSss; !/–modules and is
thus a pro-object of MHSss . The fact that Ext1MHS.Q.0/;V / vanishes whenever V is
a polarizable Hodge structure of weight � 0 implies that GrW

m H1.UMHS/D 0 for all
m� 0. This means that (10-1) is a negatively weighted extension in the sense of [16].
The following result follows from [16, Section 3].

Proposition 10.2 Each lift z� of � determines an isomorphism

VQ
�
z�

V
�!

M
m

GrW
m VQ;
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which is natural in the sense that if �W V ! V 0 is a morphism of MHSs, then the
diagram

VQ

�
z�

V
//

�

��

L
m GrW

m VQ

GrW �
��

V 0Q

�
z�

V 0
//
L

m GrW
m V 0Q

commutes for all � . The isomorphisms � z�
V

are also compatible with tensor products
and taking duals.

Remark 10.3 For each object V of MHS, the set of splittings � z�
V

is a principal
homogeneous space over the unipotent radical U MT

V
of MTV .

10.3 Admissible variations of MHSs

The local systems that occur naturally in Hodge theory are admissible variations
of MHSs. Very roughly speaking, a variation V of MHSs over a smooth complex
algebraic variety X consists of a Q–local system VQ over X, an increasing filtration
W� of it by sublocal systems, and a decreasing filtration F � of the associated flat
holomorphic vector bundle V WD V ˝Q OX by holomorphic subbundles. The first
requirement is that each fiber of V is an MHS with the induced Hodge and weight
filtrations. But to be a variation of MHSs, many other conditions need to be satisfied.
Here we briefly mention them. Basic references include the foundational papers [28]
of Steenbrink and Zucker and [18] of Kashiwara, and the paper [17] on unipotent
variations of MHSs, which is particularly relevant in this paper.

To enumerate the extra conditions, we need to write X DX �D, where X is smooth
and complete, and where D is a normal crossings divisor in X. This is possible by
Hironaka’s resolution of singularities. Denote Deligne’s canonical extension of V to X

by V . For simplicity, we suppose that the monodromy of V about each component
of D is unipotent. This condition is satisfied by all variations of MHSs in this paper
and implies that canonical extension commutes with tensor products. In order that
V be an admissible variation of MHSs, the following additional conditions must be
satisfied:

(i) The Hodge bundles FpV extend to subbundles FpV of V .

(ii) For each p , the connection r satisfies “Griffiths transversality”

rW FpV !�1

X
.log D/˝Fp�1V :
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(iii) Variation is graded polarizable in the sense that there exist flat inner products on
each GrW

m V which induce a polarization on each fiber.

(iv) For each stratum of D, there is a “relative weight filtration”.

The category of admissible variations of MHSs over X will be denoted by MHS.X /.
It is tannakian.

10.4 Poincaré duality

The next result follows from Saito’s work [27] in the general case. The unipotent case,
which is all we will need, is a consequence of [17, Proposition 8.6].

Theorem 10.4 (Saito) Suppose that X is a smooth projective variety and that Y and
Z are proper closed subvarieties of X. If V and W are admissible variations of MHSs
over X �Y and X �Z, respectively, then:

(i) The cohomology groups H �.X �Y;Z nY IV / and H �.X �Z;Y nZIW / have
natural mixed Hodge structures.

(ii) The cup product

H j .X �Y;Z nY IV /˝H k.X �Z;Y nZIW /!H jCk.X;Y [ZIV ˝W /

is a morphism of MHSs.

Corollary 10.5 If V is an admissible variation of MHSs over a smooth variety X of
dimension d , then Poincaré duality

H2d�j .X �Y;Z nY IV / '�!H j .X �Z;Y nZIV /.d/

is an isomorphism of MHSs.

Proof Denote the dual variation by V � . There is a nondegenerate pairing

V ˝V �!Q.0/

of admissible variations of MHSs. Poincaré duality and the proposition imply that the
pairing

H 2d�j .X �Y;Z nY IV �/˝H j .X �Z;Y nZIV /

!H 2d .X;Y [Z/ŠH 2d .X /ŠQ.�d/

is a nonsingular pairing of MHSs.
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10.5 Mixed Hodge structures on cohomology of path torsors

Since every complex algebraic variety has the homotopy type of a finite complex, we
have a natural isomorphism

{H 0.Px0;x1
X Ik/ŠH 0

dR.Px0;x1
X Ik/

when kDR and C .

Theorem 10.6 If X is a smooth complex algebraic variety and x0;x1 2X, then there
is a canonical ind-MHS on {H 0.Px0;x1

X /. It is natural in the triple .X;x0;x1/ and
admits a graded polarization, so that it is an object of ind-MHS. The product

{H 0.Px0;x1
X /˝2

! {H 0.Px0;x1
X /

and coproducts

{H 0.Px0;x2
X /! {H 0.Px0;x1

X /˝ {H 0.Px1;x2
X /

are morphisms of ind-MHSs.

The dual statement is that H0.Px0;x1
X IQ/^ is an object of pro-MHS.

Corollary 10.7 If X is a smooth complex algebraic variety, then {H 0.ƒX / is an
object of ind-MHS. This MHS depends functorially on X and, for each x 2 X, the
restriction mapping {H 0.ƒX /! {H 0.ƒxX / is a morphism of MHSs.

Proof Since this fact is central to the paper, we sketch two proofs. The first is to note
that for each n� 0 the sequence

.Q�1.X;x/=I
n/˝2

!Q�1.X;x/=I
n
!H0.ƒX IQ/=InH0.ƒX /! 0

is exact, where the first map takes u˝ v to uv� vu. Since Q�1.X;x/=I
n is a ring

in MHS, the first map is a morphism of MHSs. Since MHS is closed under quotients,
H0.ƒX IQ/=InH0.ƒX / has an induced MHS. The result follows as

{H 0.ƒX IQ/D lim
��!

n

HomQ.H0.ƒX IQ/=InH0.ƒX /;Q/:

This MHS does not depend on the choice of x 2 X as these MHSs on {H 0.ƒX /

constructed from the x 2X form an admissible variation of MHSs over X with trivial
monodromy; the admissibility follows as this variation is a quotient of the variation
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whose fiber over x 2X is Q�1.X;x/
^ , which is admissible. See [12] or [17]. The the-

orem of the fixed part [28, Theorem 4.1] implies that it is a constant variation of MHSs.

The result also follows by combining Theorem 6.9 with [11, Theorem 3.2.1] applied
to the de Rham mixed Hodge complex [11, Proposition 5.6.2] associated to a smooth
variety.

For later use we show that the Adams operations  n (Section 8.3) are morphisms
of MHSs.

Proposition 10.8 If X is smooth complex algebraic variety, then for each n� 0, the
Adams operation

 nW H0.ƒX IQ/^!H0.ƒX IQ/^

is a morphism of MHSs.

Proof Choose a basepoint x2X. Since H0.ƒX IQ/^ is a quotient of Q�1.X;x/
^ as

an MHS, it suffices to show that the endomorphism  n of Q�1.X;x/
^ is a morphism

of pro-MHSs. There is a natural isomorphism

Q�1.X
n; .x; : : : ;x//^ Š ŒQ�1.X;x/

^�˝n:

The diagonal X !X n induces the nth power

�nW Q�1.X
n; .x; : : : ;x//^! ŒQ�1.X;x/

^�˝n

of the coproduct. It is a morphism of pro-MHSs as the coproduct is a morphism. The
Adams map  n on Q�1.X;x/

^ is the composition

Q�1.X;x/
^ �n
��! ŒQ�1.X;x/

^�˝n mult
��!Q�1.X;x/

^

and is therefore a morphism of MHSs.

10.6 Path variations of MHSs

Suppose that X is a smooth complex algebraic variety. Denote by {PX�X the local
system over X �X whose fiber over .x0;x1/ is {H 0.Px0;x1

X IQ/.

Theorem 10.9 (Hain–Zucker [17]) The local system {PX�X underlies an object of
ind-MHS.X � X /. Its restriction to the diagonal is {LX . It underlies an object of
ind-MHS.X /.
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Corollary 10.10 For each .x0;x1/ 2 X 2 , the local system {PX Ix0;x1
underlies an

object of ind-MHS.X /.

Proof Denote the restriction of {PX�X to A�B by {PA�B . This is an admissible
variation of MHSs over A�B when A and B are subvarieties of X. In particular,
the restrictions of {PX�X to fx0g�X and X �fx1g are objects of ind-MHS.X /. The
result follows as {PX Ix0;x1

D {Px0�X ˝
{PX�x1

.

Corollary 10.11 The restriction mapping {H 0.ƒX /!H 0.X; {LX / is a morphism of
MHSs.

Proof Since {LX is in ind-MHS.X /, the theorem of the fixed part [28, Theorem 4.1]
implies that for all x 2 X, the restriction mapping H 0.X; {LX / ,! {H 0.ƒxX / is an
inclusion of MHSs. Since the image of the restriction mapping {H 0.ƒX / is contained
in H 0.X; {LX /, the last assertion of Corollary 10.7 implies the result.

Lemma 10.12 If j W U ,!X �fx0;x1g is the inclusion of a Zariski open subset, then
the continuous duals

��W {LU !
{LU ˝

{LU and ��W j �W {PX Ix0;x1
! {LU ˝ j � {PX Ix0;x1

of the natural pairings (3-2) are morphisms in ind-MHS.U /.

Proof We will prove that the second map is a morphism of admissible variations
over U. The proof that the first map is a morphism is similar, but simpler.

Since {PX Ix0;x1
and {LU are admissible ind-variations, it suffices to show that its

restriction to each fiber is a morphism of ind-MHSs. To do this, it suffices to prove
that the pairing

H0.ƒxU /^˝H0.Px0;xX /^˝H0.Px;x1
/^!H0.Px0;xX /^˝H0.Px;x1

/^

dual to this map is a morphism of pro-MHSs for each x 2 U. Since this map takes
˛˝  0˝  00 to  0˛˝  00, it suffices to show that the multiplication map

H0.ƒxU /^˝H0.Px0;xX /^!H0.Px0;xX /^

is a morphism. But this follows from the properties of the MHS on path torsors.

Denote the diagonal in X �X by �. We also need to consider the local system ƒ0X�X

over X �X whose fiber over .x0;x1/ is {H 0.ƒ.X �fx0;x1g/IQ/.

Proposition 10.13 The local system ƒ0X�X underlies an object of ind-MHS.X 2��/.
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Proof Fix a basepoint xx 2X. Let

U DX �X �
�
�[ .fxxg �X /[ .X � fxxg/

�
:

Consider the local system V over U whose fiber over .x0;x1/ is

Q�1.X �fx0;x1g; xx/
^:

The main result of [12] (or of [17]) implies that it is an object of pro-MHS.U /. The
dual of the restriction of ƒ0X�X to U is a quotient of V . The quotient map is a
morphism of ind-MHSs on each fiber. This implies that the restriction of ƒ0X�X to U

is in ind-MHS.U /. But since it extends to a local system over X �X ��, it is also an
object of ind-MHS.X 2��/. Alternatively, one can show that it extends as a variation
of MHSs from U to X 2�� using the classification in [17]. Just use the fact that it
has trivial monodromy about the divisors fxxg �X and X � fxxg.

10.7 Tangent vectors and limit MHSs

Suppose that X is a smooth complex projective variety and that D is a divisor with
normal crossings in X. Set X DX �D and suppose that V is an admissible variation
of MHSs over X. For simplicity, we suppose that the local monodromy of V about each
codimension-1 component of D is unipotent. This condition holds in all variations
used in this paper. Then, for each p 2D and tangent vector Ev2TpX not tangent to any
component of D at p , there is a limit MHS VEv . The Q–vector space underlying VEv
can be thought of as the fiber of V over Ev . We will explain this in the current context
in more detail in Section 12.1.

Here is a brief explanation of the limit MHS. The complex vector space underlying VEv
is the fiber Vp of Deligne’s canonical extension V to X of the flat vector bundle
V ˝Q OX . Its Hodge filtration is the restriction of the extended Hodge bundles12

to Vp . The rational structure depends on the tangent vector Ev . Details of its construction
can be found in [28] in the case when X is a curve. In general, following Kashiwara [18],
one reduces to the 1–dimensional case by restricting to a curve C in X that passes
through p and is tangent to Ev . The weight filtration W� of V restricts to a weight
filtration W� on Vp . In general, the weight filtration of the limit MHS VEv , denoted
by M� , is not equal to W� . Rather, it is the relative weight filtration associated to the
action of the residue of the connection on .Vp;W�/. See [28] for definitions and details.
However, when the global monodromy action �1.X;x/! Aut Vx is unipotent, the

12See condition (i) in Section 10.3.
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relative weight filtration M� equals W� ; cf [17, page 85]. That is the case for all of
the variations of MHSs considered in this paper.

Finally, the limit MHSs associated to the Ev 2 TpX not tangent to D themselves form
an admissible VMHS over

TpX �
[

p2D˛

TpD˛;

where D˛ ranges over the local components of D at p .

11 Proof of Theorems 1 and 4

11.1 Proof of Theorem 1

We prove the theorem by showing that each map in the diagram in the statement of
Proposition 8.4 is a morphism of MHSs. We use the notation of the proposition.

The first map is a morphism of MHSs by Corollary 10.11. Theorem 10.4 implies that
the second and fourth maps are isomorphisms of MHSs. The third map is a morphism
of MHSs because it is the direct limit of the duals to the cup products

H 1.X ;Y IL=In/˝2
!H 2.X ;Y IL=In/

induced by the product pairing L˝2!L, which is a morphism of variations of MHSs.
This leaves ˇCS .

Lemma 11.1 The dual {̌CSW H
1.X I {LX /! {H 0.ƒX / of the Chas–Sullivan map is a

morphism of MHSs.

Proof It is clearly defined over Q. So it suffices to show that it preserves the Hodge
and weight filtrations. But this follows from the formula for ˇCS in Proposition 8.1
and the definition [11, Section 3.2] of the Hodge and weight filtrations on the bar
construction on a mixed Hodge complex.

11.2 Proof of Theorem 4

We prove the theorem by showing that each map in the diagram in the statement of
Proposition 9.6 is a morphism of MHSs. As in the proof of Theorem 1, the first four
maps (going counterclockwise) in the diagram in the statement of the proposition are
morphisms of MHSs. To complete the proof, we need to show that ˇKK is a morphism.
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Lemma 11.2 The dual ˇKKW H
1.X ;Y [fx0;x1gI

{PX ;x0;x1
/! {H 0.Px0;x1

X / of the
Chas–Sullivan map is a morphism of MHSs.

Proof The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 11.1 above. The only point that
may need addressing is to explain why

ˇ�KKW H
1.X;Y [fx0;x1gIPx0;x1

/!H 0
dR.Px0;x1

X /

is a morphism of MHSs. The formula (9-3) and the fact that a cone of mixed Hodge
complexes is a mixed Hodge complex [7] imply that

ˇ�KKW H
1.X; fx0;x1gIPx0;x1

/!H 0
dR.Px0;x1

X /

preserves the Hodge and weight filtrations. Since it is defined over Q, it is also a
morphism of MHSs. Naturality implies that

H 1.X;Y [fx0;x1gIPx0;x1
/!H 1.X; fx0;x1gIPx0;x1

/

is a morphism of ind-MHSs. This completes the proof.

Remark 11.3 If U is a Zariski open subset of X �fx0;x1g, then the map

H0.ƒU /^!H0.ƒX 0/^

induced by the inclusion is a morphism of MHSs. It follows that the composition

H0.ƒU /^˝H0.Px0;x1
X /^!H0.Px0;x1

X /^

of this with ˇKK is also a morphism of MHSs.

12 Proof of Theorem 2

12.1 Boundary components and tangent vectors

Complex algebraic curves do not have boundary components. In order to apply Hodge
theory to study path torsors of surfaces with boundary, we need to explain the algebraic
equivalent, “tangent vectors at infinity”.

12.1.1 Real oriented blowups Suppose that S is a real 2–manifold and that † is a
finite subset of S � @S. The real oriented blowup of S at †,

� W bBlR† S ! S;
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replaces each p 2† by the circle of oriented rays

��1.p/D ..TpS/�f0g/=RC

in the tangent space of S at p . It is a manifold with one additional boundary circle for
each p 2†. For example, the real oriented blowupbBlR0 D!D

of the disk D at the origin is the annulus S1 � Œ0; 1�; the projection takes .r; �/ 2
S1 � Œ0; 1� to r i� 2D.

Denote by ŒEv � the point of Blp S that corresponds to the oriented ray in TpS spanned
by the nonzero vector Ev 2 Tp . Since the natural inclusion S � † ,! bBlR

†
S is a

homotopy equivalence, every local system V on S �† extends canonically to a local
system on bBlR

†
S. Denote its fiber over ŒEv � by VEv . It depends only on ŒEv �. The local

monodromy operator at p is the action of parallel translation around the corresponding
boundary circle of bBlR

†
S. It acts on VEv .

One can also form the augmented surface

yS† WD bBlR† [
[

p2†

bBlR0 TpS;

where ŒEv � 2 bBlRp is identified with ŒEv � 2 bBlR
0

TpS. It retracts onto bBlR
†

S.

12.1.2 Tangential basepoints Suppose that Sc is a topological surface and that
p0;p1 2 Sc are not necessarily distinct points. Suppose that Evj 2 TpjS, j D 0; 1, are
nonzero tangent vectors. Set S D Sc �fp0;p1g and yS WD Blp0;p1

Sc . The inclusion
S ,! yS is a homotopy equivalence with dense image. Define PEv0;Ev1

S to be PŒEv0�;ŒEv1�
yS.

For x0;x1 2 S, we define, following Deligne [8, Section 15.9],

�.S I Ev0; Ev1/ WD �.Blp0;p1
Sc
I ŒEv0�; ŒEv1�/;

�.S Ix0; Ev1/ WD �.Blp0
Sc
�fp1gI Ev0;x1/;

�.S I Ev0;x1/ WD �.Blp1
Sc
�fp0gIx0; ŒEv1�/:

When p0 D p1 and EvD Ev0 D Ev1 , define �1.S; Ev/ to be �.S I Ev; Ev/.

p0

Ev0


p1

Ev1

Figure 1: A path from Ev0 to Ev1 .
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12.1.3 Extended local systems and their pairings We continue with the notation of
Section 12.1.2. To simplify exposition, we suppose that p0 and p1 are distinct. Denote
the diagonal in T �T by �T . Let {PS�S denote the local system over S2��S with
fiber {H 0.Px0;x1

S/ over .x0;x1/ 2 S2 . It extends canonically to a local system over
yS2�� yS . Its fiber over aj 2 fxj ; Evj g is

{H 0.Pa0;a1
S IQ/D Homcts

Q .Q�.S I a0; a1/;Q/:

We also need to consider the local system ƒS2 over S2��S whose fiber over .x0;x1/,
x0 ¤ x1 , is

{H 0.ƒ.S �fx0;x1g//:

This extends to a local system on yS2�� yS . Its fiber over .ŒEv0�; ŒEv1�/ will be denoted
by {H 0.ƒS 0

Ev0;Ev1
/. The surjection ƒ.S �fx0;x1g/!ƒS induces an inclusion

{H 0.ƒS/ ,! {H 0.ƒ.S �fx0;x1g//

for all .x0;x1/, and therefore an inclusion {H 0.ƒS/S2��S
,!ƒS2 of the constant

local system over S2��S with fiber {H 0.ƒS/ into ƒS2 , and therefore an inclusion

(12-1) {H 0.ƒS/ ,! {H 0.ƒS 0
Ev0;Ev1

/:

The dual of the KK–action

��W {H 0.Px0;x1
S/! {H 0.ƒ.S �fx0;x1g//˝ {H

0.Px0;x1
S/

induces a coaction j � {PS2!ƒS2˝ j � {PS2 of local systems over S2��S and their
extensions to yS2�� yS . In particular, it induces a limit coaction

(12-2) {H 0.PEv0;Ev1
S/! {H 0.ƒS 0

Ev0;Ev1
/˝ {H 0.PEv0;Ev1

S/

on the fiber over .ŒEv0�; ŒEv1�/.

12.2 Relation to limit MHSs

Suppose that X is a compact Riemann surface and that D is a nonempty finite subset
of X. Set X DX �D. Suppose that p0;p1 2D and that Ev0 2 Tp0

X and Ev1 2 Tp1
X

are nonzero tangent vectors.13 We use the notation of the previous section.

Recall from Theorem 10.9 that {PX�X is in ind-MHS.X �X /.

13The case where p0 D p1 is similar. Instead of using the variation of MHSs {P over X 2 ��X , one
uses the variation {L over X. Details are left to the reader.
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Proposition 12.1 The local system ƒX�X underlies an object of ind-MHS.X 2��X /

and the dual of the KK–action

��W {H 0.PEv0;Ev1
X /! {H 0.ƒX 0

Ev0;Ev1
/˝ {H 0.PEv0;Ev1

X /

is a morphism in ind-MHS.X 2��X /.

Proof Denote the coordinates in X 3 by .x0;x1;x2/. Denote the diagonal xj D xk

by �j ;k . Set
Z DX �X �X � .�0;1[�0;2[�1;2/:

The projection � W Z!X 2��X along the 3rd factor � W .x0;x1;x2/ 7! .x0;x1/ is
a topologically locally trivial family of affine curves. Fix a point p 2X. Then one has
the prounipotent local system over Y WD .X �fpg/2��, whose fiber over .x0;x1/ is

Q�1.X �fx0;x1g;p/
^:

It underlies a pro-object of MHS.Y /. This is an immediate consequence of [12,
Theorem 1.5.1]. Alternatively, it follows from the main theorem of [17] as follows: Let
ZY be the inverse image of Y . Choose a point q 2X 2 such that .q;p/ 2ZY . Then
one has the sequence

(12-3) �un
1 .ZY;p; .q;p//! �un

1 .ZY ; .q;p//! �un
1 .Y;p/! 1

of unipotent completions. It is well-known and easy to see that it is also exact on the
left. This is equivalent to the fact that

Q�1.ZY;p; .q;p//
^
!Q�1.ZY ; .q;p//

^

is injective. The section p induces a splitting of (12-3). It is a morphism of pro-MHSs.
It follows that the monodromy action

Q�un
1 .Y;p/

^
! End Q�1.ZY;p; .q;p//

^

is a morphism of pro-MHSs, implying that the local system is a pro-object of MHS.Y /.

Since ƒX 2 is a quotient of this local system, and since the quotient map is a morphism
of MHSs on each fiber, it follows that ƒX 2 is in ind-MHS.Y /. But since it extends as
a local system to X 2��X , it is also in ind-MHS.X 2��X /.

The second assertion follows as the fiberwise dual KK–action is a morphism

{PX�X !ƒX 2 ˝ {PX�X
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of local systems over X 2��X and, on each fiber, a morphism of MHSs by Theorem 4.
It is therefore a morphism in ind-MHS.X 2��X / and, consequently, induces a mor-
phism of limit MHSs on the fiber over .Ev0; Ev1/.

Corollary 12.2 There is a canonical MHS on {H 0.ƒX 0
Ev0;Ev1

/ and the canonical inclu-
sion {H 0.ƒX / ,! {H 0.ƒX 0

Ev0;Ev1
/ of (12-1) is a morphism of ind-MHSs.

Proof The MHS on {H 0.ƒX 0
Ev0;Ev1

/ is the limit MHS constructed in the proof above.
By the functoriality of the MHS on the continuous cohomology of free loop spaces,
for each .x0;x1/ 2X 2��X , the inclusion X �fx0;x1g !X of varieties induces a
morphism of MHSs

{H 0.ƒX /! {H 0.ƒ.X �fx0;x1g//:

This induces a morphism from the constant variation over X 2��X to the variation
whose fiber is {H 0.ƒ.X �fx0;x1g//. It therefore induces a morphism of MHSs from
{H 0.ƒX / into the limit MHS {H 0.ƒX 0

Ev0;Ev1
/.

12.3 The splitting theorem

We continue using the notation of the preceding sections. Choose disjoint imbedded
closed disks B0 and B1 in X such that Bj \D D fpj g. Set U D X n .B0 [B1/.
When p0 2B0 and p1 2B1 , the inclusion U ,!X is a homotopy equivalence and thus
induces a homotopy equivalence ƒU !ƒX which factors through ƒ.X �fp0;p1g/.
Consequently, ƒX is a retract of ƒ.X �fp0;p1g/ and the composite

{H 0.ƒX /! {H 0.ƒ.X �fp0;p1g//! {H 0.ƒU /Š {H 0.ƒX /

is the identity. Taking the limit as pj ! ŒEvj �, one obtains the sequence

{H 0.ƒX /! {H 0.ƒX 0
Ev0;Ev1

/! {H 0.ƒX /;

whose composite is the identity. The left-hand map is a morphism of MHSs by
Corollary 12.2. It is not clear that the right-hand map is a morphism of MHSs as it is
not in the fiber over a general point .x0;x1/ 2X 2��X .14

The following “splitting theorem” is proved in Section 12.4.

14This follows from the fact that the inclusion in Corollary 12.2 is not split in the category of local
systems, and therefore cannot be split in ind-MHS.X 2 ��X / by the theorem of the fixed part.
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Theorem 12.3 The projection

(12-4) {H 0.ƒX 0
Ev0;Ev1

/! {H 0.ƒX /

is a morphism of MHSs.

12.3.1 Theorem 12.3 implies Theorem 2 The KK–action

�W H0.ƒX /^˝H0.PEv0;Ev1
X /!H0.PEv0;Ev1

X /

is the restriction of the action

H0.ƒX 0
Ev0;Ev1

/^˝H0.PEv0;Ev1
X /^!H0.PEv0;Ev1

X /^

to H0.ƒU /^ ŠH0.ƒX /^ . The dual action is thus obtained from the coaction (12-2)
by pushing out along the projection (12-4). The result follows as both are morphisms
of MHSs by Theorems 4 and 12.3.

12.4 Proof of Theorem 12.3

In this section, we assume that p0 and p1 are distinct. We use the notation and setup
of Sections 12.2 and 12.3. To prove the theorem, we need to prove that when we give
H0.ƒX 0/^ the limit MHS H0.ƒX 0

Ev0;Ev1
/^ , the splitting

(12-5) {H 0.ƒX 0
Ev0;Ev1

/! {H 0.ƒX /

induced by the inclusion U ,!X �fx0;x1g (when xj 2Bj �fpj g) is a morphism of
ind-MHSs. This will imply that H0.ƒX /^ is a direct summand of H0.ƒX 0

Ev0;Ev1
/^ in

ind-MHS. We do this using the construction of the limit MHS in [12]. This requires
familiarity with the constructions in [11; 12].

The first observation is that, since the variation over

.Tp
0
X �f0g/� .Tp

1
X �f0g/

whose fiber over .Ev0; Ev1/ is {H 0.ƒX 0
Ev0;Ev1

/^ is a nilpotent orbit of ind-variations
of MHSs, it suffices to prove the result for Evj in a punctured neighborhood of 02TpjX.

To compute the limit MHS on invariants of X � fx0;x1g as xj ! pj along Evj for
j D 0; 1, choose local holomorphic parameters tj W Uj

'
�! D on X centered at pj

such that Evj D @=@tj . This is possible because we can, as remarked above, take Ev0

and Ev1 to be as small as we like.
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E0

x0

p0

D�fp0;p1gX
x1

p1

E1

Z X �D

X
x1

p1

D�fp0;p1g

p0

x0

�

Figure 2: The map �W Z!X �D.

Denote t�1
j W Uj !D by xj . Consider the pullback

X �D //

��

X �U0 �U1
//

��

X �X �X

��

D
.x0;x1/

// U0 �U1
// X �X

of the trivial family

X �X �X !X �X ; .x;x0;x1/ 7! .x0;x1/;

to D. For S �X, set DS DD �S. Set

Y DX �X � .DX [�X /:

The restriction Y 0 of the projection Y ! X � X to the punctured disk D0 is a
topologically locally trivial fiber bundle, whose fiber over t is X �fx0.t/;x1.t/g.

The next step is to write the restriction YD to D as the complement of a normal crossing
divisor. We do this by blowing up the points .p0; 0/ and .p1; 0/ of X �D. Denote
the blowup by �W Z!X �D and the projection of Z to the disk by � W Z!D. The
fiber over t 2D will be denoted by Zt . Note that Zt DX when t ¤ 0. The special
fiber Z0 has three components: the strict transform of X � f0g, which, by abuse of
notation, we will denote by X, and the two exceptional divisors E0 and E1 that lie
over p0 and p1 , respectively.

Remark 12.4 The space X 0
Ev0;Ev1

is the union of bBlRp0;p1
X � .D�fp0;p1g/ with the

real oriented blowups bBlR
Ej\X

Ej �fp0;xj g of the exceptional divisors at the double
points. The identification of the boundary circle of bBlR

Ej\X
.Ej �fp0;xj g/ with the

boundary circle of bBlRp0;p1
X above pj 2X is determined by Evj and the Hessian of

� W Z!D at pj 2Z0 .
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NX �X

p0 x0

N0 �E0

D�fp0;p1g

N1 �E1

p1 x1

Figure 3: The simplicial neighborhood N� of Z0 .

As in [12], we choose neighborhoods NX of X, Nj of Ej such that the inclusions

X ,!NX ; Ej ,!Nj ; fpj g ,!Nj \NX for j D 0; 1

are homotopy equivalences. Then N 0 ,!Y 0 is a homotopy equivalence. We can further
assume that there is a ı > 0 such that when 0< jt j< ı , the intersection Zt \NX is X

with two small disks removed, one about p0 and the other about p1 . This implies that
the inclusion Zt \NX ,! X � fp0;p1g is a homotopy equivalence. By rescaling t

(and thus Ev0 and Ev1 as well), we may assume that ı > 1, so that Z1 is contained
in NX and the inclusion .Z1\NX /�D ,!X is a homotopy equivalence.

We will use the generic notation D�.T / to denote a de Rham mixed Hodge complex
(see [11, Section 4.1] for the definition) that computes the cohomology of a topological
space T . For example, the standard de Rham mixed Hodge complex D�.X / that
computes the cohomology of X D X �D has complex part the C1 log complex
E�.X log D/; cf [11, Section 5.6] and [25].

Natural de Rham mixed Hodge complexes (MHCs) for N 0, N 0
X

, D0 are constructed in
[12, Section 1.2]. The projection NX !X and the maps N 0

X
!N 0!D0 induced by �

induce maps of de Rham MHCs, as does the inclusion f1g ,!D0. These morphisms fit
into the commutative diagram

D�.X / // D�.NX 0/

��
D�.D0/

kk

ss

�
// Q

D�.N 0/

of de Rham MHCs. One can therefore form the 2–sided bar constructions

D�.X 0
Ev0;Ev1

/ WD B.D�.N 0/;D�.D0/;Q/ and B.D�.N 0
X
/;D�.D0/;Q/:
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These are MHCs (by [11, Section 3.2]) which compute the cohomology of the homotopy
fibers of N 0

X
!D0 and N 0

X
!D0, respectively. That is, they compute

H �.X �fx0.1/;x1.1/g/ and H �.X /;

respectively. As shown in [12], the first complex computes the limit MHS H �.X 0
Ev0;Ev1

/.
The morphism D�.X /! D�.N 0

X
/ induces a quasi-isomorphism

(12-6) D�.X /! B.D�.N 0
X
/;D�.D0/;Q/

of MHCs. So the second computes the MHS on H �.X /.

The limit MHS on {H 0.ƒX 0
Ev0;Ev1

/ is computed by the circular bar construction

B.D�.X 0
Ev0;Ev1

/ID�.X 0
Ev0;Ev1

//;

which computes the correct cohomology by Theorem 6.9. The quasi-isomorphism
(12-6) induces a quasi-isomorphism on circular bar constructions, which is a morphism
of MHCs. It follows that

B
�
B.D�.N 0

X
/;D�.D0/;Q/IB.D�.N 0

X
/;D�.D0/;Q/

�
computes the MHS on {H 0.ƒX /. The morphism D�.N 0/ ! D�.NX / induces a
morphism

B.D�.X 0
Ev0;Ev1

/ID�.X 0
Ev0;Ev1

//! B
�
B.D�.N 0

X
/;D�.D0/;Q/IB.D�.N 0

X
/;D�.D0/;Q/

�
;

which induces the splitting (12-5). This implies that the splitting is, in fact, a morphism
of MHSs.

13 Mapping class group actions

In this section we prove Theorem 5 and, as we finally have all the pieces assembled,
Theorem 6.

13.1 Mapping class groups and their relative completions

For a compact oriented surface S and a collection V D fEvp 2 TpS W p 2Ag of nonzero
tangent vectors indexed by a finite subset A of S, we have the mapping class group

�S;V WD �0 DiffC.S;V /
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of isotopy classes of diffeomorphisms of S that fix V pointwise. This depends only
on the genus g of S and the number n of tangent vectors. When the particular surface
is not important, we will denote it by �g;En .15

For a commutative ring R, set HRDH1.S IR/. Let Sp.H / be the Q–affine algebraic
group whose group of F rational points (F a Q–algebra) is the subgroup of Aut HF

that fixes the intersection form. The action of the mapping class group on S induces a
homomorphism

�W �S;V ! Sp.HQ/:

Denote the completion of �S;V with respect to � by GS;V . (See [14] for the definition
and basic properties.) This is an affine Q group that is an extension

1! US;V ! GS;V ! Sp.H /! 1

of Sp.H / by a prounipotent group US;V . There is a canonical, Zariski dense homo-
morphism

z�W �S;V ! GS;V .Q/:

Denote the Lie algebras of GS;V , US;V and Sp.H /, respectively, by gS;V , uS;V and
sp.H /.

Suppose that X is a compact Riemann surface of genus g and V is a set of n nonzero
tangent vectors on X anchored at n distinct points. By the main result of [14], GX ;V

and UX ;V have natural mixed Hodge structures. More precisely, their coordinate rings
O.GX ;V / and O.UX ;V / are Hopf algebras in ind-MHS. This implies that their Lie
algebras are Lie algebras in pro-MHS. Furthermore,

gX ;V DW0gX ;V ; uX ;V DW�1gX ;V and sp.H /D GrW
0 gX ;V :

When 2g� 2C n> 0, one has the moduli space Mg;En of compact Riemann surfaces
with n nonzero tangent vectors. It will be regarded as a complex analytic orbifold. The
local system over Mg;En with fiber gX ;V over .X;V / is a pro-object of MHS.Mg;En/.

15We also have the mapping class group �S;@S WD �0 DiffC.S; @S/ of isotopy classes of orientation-
preserving diffeomorphisms of S that fix the boundary. There is a canonical isomorphism �S;V Š �yS ;@ yS ,
where yS WDbBlR

A
S denotes the real oriented blowup of S at A . Because of our interest in applications

of Hodge theory to algebraic curves, we will use the tangent vector formulation rather than the more
traditional boundary component formulation.
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13.2 The Lie algebra homomorphism gS;V ! H0.ƒS 0/^

As above, we suppose that S is a compact oriented surface, that A is a finite subset
of S. Set S 0 D S �A. Choose po 2 A and a nonzero tangent vector Evo 2 Tpo

S. A
continuous endomorphism ı of Q�1.S

0; Evo/
^ is a derivation if

ı.�/D ı. /�C  ı.�/:

Denote by �o the element of �1.S
0; Evo/ that rotates the basepoint vector once about p

in the positive direction. (In other words, this is the image of the positive generator
of the fundamental group of the boundary component of bBlRpo

S.) Denote the set of
continuous derivations of Q�1.S

0; Evo/
^ that vanish on �o by

Der� Q�1.S
0; Evo/

^:

The KK–action induces the continuous Lie algebra homomorphism

y�oW H0.ƒS 0/^! Der� Q�1.S
0; Evo/

^

defined by y�.˛/W  7! �.˛˝ /. Kawazumi and Kuno have shown [22, Theorem 4.13]
that, when A consists of a single point, it is surjective and has kernel spanned by the
unit 1. When #A> 1, they show [19, Theorem 6.2.1] that the direct sum

(13-1) y�AW H0.ƒS 0/^!
M
a2A

Der� Q�1.S
0; Eva/

^

of the y�a has kernel spanned by the unit 1, where each Eva 2 TaS is nonzero.

Remark 13.1 Define a filtration I �D of Der� Q�1.S
0; Evo/

^ by

Im
D Der� Q�1.S

0; Evo/
^
D fı W ı.I/� ImC1

g;

where I denotes the augmentation ideal of Q�1.S
0; Evo/

^ . This satisfies

Der� Q�1.S
0; Evo/

^
D I�1

D � I0
D � I1

D � � � � :

As we will see below, I�1
D =I0

D is nonzero.

Remark 13.2 The Lie algebra p.S 0; Evo/ of the unipotent (aka Maltsev) completion
of �1.S

0; Evo/ is the set of primitive elements of Q�1.S
0; Evo/

^ . The logarithm log �o

of the boundary loop lies in p.S 0; Evo/. The Lie algebra Der� p.S 0; Evo/ of derivations
that vanish on log �o is a Lie subalgebra of Der� Q�1.S

0; Evo/
^ .
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The action of �S;V on �1.S
0; Eva/ induces a homomorphism

'aW GS;V ! Aut Q�.S Eva/
^

and a Lie algebra homomorphism

(13-2) d'aW gS;V ! Der� Q�1.S
0; Eva/

^:

Proposition 13.3 (Kawazumi–Kuno) There is a homomorphism

z'W gS;V !H0.ƒS 0/^

such that the diagram

gS;V

d'a
//

z'

��

Der� p.S 0; Eva/

��

H0.ƒS 0/^
y�a
// Der� Q�1.S

0; Eva/
^

commutes for all a 2A.

Proof The restriction

y�AjI W IH0.ƒS 0/^!
M
a2A

I1
D Der� Q�1.S

0; Eva/
^

of (13-1) to IH0.ƒS 0/^ is injective. To prove the result, it suffices to show that for
each a 2A, the image of the inclusion

d'aW gS;V ! I1
D Der� Q�1.S

0
Eva/
^

is contained in the image of y�ajI . Once we have done this, we can define z' D
.y�AjI /

�1d'a . It remains to prove that im d'a � im y�ajI .

Denote the Dehn twist on the simple closed curve C in S 0 by tC . Its image under
the homomorphism z�W �S;V ! GS;V .Q/ lies in a prounipotent subgroup U, say. It
therefore has a logarithm, which lies in the Lie algebra u of U. Since u � gS;V ,
we have log tC 2 gS;V . Since Dehn twists generate �S;V , and since the image of
z�W �S;V !GS;V .Q/ is Zariski dense, the Lie algebra gS;V is generated as a topological
Lie algebra by the set flog z�.tC / W C is an SCC in S 0g.

Kawazumi and Kuno [19, Theorem 5.2.1] have shown that for each a 2A,

d'a.log tC /D
1
2
.log y�a.˛//

2 WD
1
2

� 1X
nD1

1
n
y�a. n.1�˛//

�2

;
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where ˛ is a loop that represents C, which lies in the image of �a . This completes the
proof.

Remark 13.4 The Kawazumi–Kuno formula above implies that

z'.log tC /D
1
2
.log˛/2 WD 1

2

� 1X
nD1

1
n
. n.1�˛//

�2

;

where ˛ is a loop that represents C.

13.3 Proof of Theorem 5

We suppose that A is a finite subset of a compact Riemann surface X. Set X DX �A.
Suppose that V D fEva W a 2 Ag is a collection of nonzero tangent vectors, where
Eva 2 TaX. That

z'W gX ;V !H0.ƒX /^˝Q.�1/

is a morphism of MHSs follows from the facts that the morphism �A (see (13-1)) is an
injective morphism of MHSs and that each d'a (see (13-2)) is a morphism of MHSs.

Remark 13.5 As .X;V / varies in Mg;En , z' defines a morphism in pro-MHS.Mg;En/.

13.4 Proof of Theorem 6

The existence of the splittings follows directly from Proposition 10.2 and Remark 10.3.
We will show that the splitting given by the lift z� gives a solution of KVI.g;jAj/ as
defined in [1, Definition 4]. When jAjD1, a solution is a symplectic Magnus expansion
of �1.X; Eva/.

We first recall the condition KVI.g;nC1/ . Assume that ADf0; : : : ; ng. For each k 2A,
let �k be the loop in �1.X; Evk/ that rotates the tangent vector Evk once in the negative
direction about 0 2 TkX. For 1� k � n, choose a path �k in X from Ev0 to Evk . Let
0 D �0 and

k D �k�k�
�1
k ; 1� k � n:

We may choose loops ˛1; : : : ; ˛g; ˇ1; : : : ; ˇg based at Ev0 in X and the paths �j such
that �1.X; Ev0/ is freely generated by

f j̨ ; ǰ ; k W 1� j � g; 1� k � ng
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and

(13-3) �1
0 D

gY
jD1

. j̨ ; ǰ /

nY
kD1

k ;

where .u; v/ denotes the group commutator uvu�1v�1 .

Taking j̨ to exj , ǰ to eyj and k to ezk when k > 0 defines a complete Hopf
algebra isomorphism

(13-4) ‚W Q�1.X; Ev0/
^ '
�!Qhhx1; : : : ;xg;y1; : : : ;yg; z1; : : : ; znii

onto the completed free associative algebra generated by the xj , yj and zk . The
Hopf algebra structure on the right-hand side is defined by declaring that each of the
generators is primitive. The canonical weight filtration on the left-hand side corresponds
to the filtration of the right-hand side obtained by giving each xj and yj weight �1,
and each zk weight �2.

The problem KVI.g;nC1/ is to show that there is a continuous Hopf algebra automor-
phism ˆ of the right-hand side of (13-4) that preserves the natural weight filtration,
acts trivially on its W� associated graded, and satisfies

ˆ

� gX
jD1

Œxj ;yj �C

nX
kD1

zk

�
D log

� gY
jD1

.exj eyj /

nY
kD1

ezk

�

and ˆ.zk/D gkzkg�1
k

for each k � 1, where the gk are grouplike.

Observe that � induces a Hopf algebra isomorphism

‚W GrW
�

Q�1.X; Ev0/
^ '
�!Qhx1; : : : ;xg;y1; : : : ;yg; z1; : : : ; zni:

The natural splitting of the weight filtration on Q�1.X; Ev0/
^ given by z� induces the

complete Hopf algebra isomorphism

‚z�W Q�1.X; Ev0/
^
!Qhhx1; : : : ;xg;y1; : : : ;yg; z1; : : : ; znii

that is defined to be the composite

Q�1.X; Ev0/
^ '

� z�
//

‚z�

++Y
n�0

GrW
�

Q�1.X; Ev0/
'

‚

// Qhhx1; : : : ;xg;y1; : : : ;yg; z1; : : : ; znii;
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where � z� is the natural isomorphism determined by z� that is defined in Proposition 10.2.
We will show that ˆ WD ‚ ı � z� ı .‚z�/�1 is a solution of KVI.g;nC1/ . It suffices to
show that

(13-5) ‚z�.k/D gkezk g�1
k

when k � 1, where each gk is grouplike, and that

(13-6) log‚z�.0/D z0 WD �

� gX
jD1

Œxj ;yj �C

nX
kD1

zk

�
:

To prove this, first observe that for all basepoints a and b of X, the local system
GrW
�

H0.Pa;bX /^ over X �X is constant. This implies that z� determines simultane-
ous isomorphisms

‚
z�

k;m
W H0.PEvk ;Evm

X /^ '�!Qhhx1; : : : ;xg;y1; : : : ;yg; z1; : : : ; znii

for 1� k;m� n. Since path multiplication induces a morphism of MHSs, these are
compatible with path multiplication. For k � 1, set gk D‚

z�
0;k
.�k/. Then, for k � 1,

(13-7) ‚z�.k/D gk‚
z�

k;k
.�k/

�1g�1
k :

Note that equation (13-3) implies that log‚z�.0/� z0 mod W�3 . To complete the
proof, we show that ‚z�

k;k
.log �k/D zk for all k � 0.

For each k � 0, the homomorphism Q�1.D
0; @=@t/^! Q�1.X

0; Evk/
^ induced by

the inclusion .D0; @=@t/ ,! .X 0; Evk/ of an “infinitesimal punctured neighborhood” of
k 2A is a morphism of MHSs. It takes the negative generator � of �1.D

0; @=@t/ to �k .
Since log � spans a copy of Q.1/ in Q�1.D

�; @=@t/^ , its image log �k spans a copy
of Q.1/ in Q�1.X; Evk/

^ . Since ‚z�
k;k

induces the identity on GrW
�

, it follows that
‚
z�

k;k
.log �k/D zk for all k � 0. This implies (13-6) when k D 0. When combined

with (13-7), it implies that (13-5) holds for all k � 1.

14 Double pairings

For potential applications, we consider certain “double pairings” and show that their
completions are morphisms of MHSs. The proof is only outlined as it is similar to that
of Theorem 2. Double pairings occur in [21, Section 3.2; 22, Section 4.3], and have
antecedents in [30; 23].
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14.1 Topological version

Suppose that S is a compact oriented surface. Write the boundary of S as a disjoint
union

@S D @0S t @00S

of nonempty subsets. Suppose that x0
0
;x0

1
2 @0S and that x00

0
;x00

1
2 @00S. Note that

fx0
0
;x0

1
g and fx00

0
;x00

1
g may be singletons. There is a paring

(14-1) Px0
0
;x0

1
˝Px00

0
;x00

1
!Px0

0
;x00

1
˝Px00

0
;x0

1

of local systems defined by  0 00˝�0�00 7!  0�00˝  00�0.

Consider the pairing

H0.Px0
0
;x0

1
S/˝H0.Px00

0
;x00

1
S/!H0.Px0

0
;x00

1
S/˝H0.Px00

0
;x0

1
S/

defined as the composite (dotted arrow) of the solid arrows in the diagram

H0.Px0
0
;x0

1
S/˝H0.Px00

0
;x00

1
S/ //

��

H1.S; @
0S IPx0

0
;x0

1
/˝H1.S; @

00S IPx00
0
;x00

1
/

'
��

H0.Px0
0
;x00

1
S/˝H0.Px00

0
;x0

1
S/ H 1.S; @00S IPx0

0
;x0

1
/˝H 1.S; @0S IPx00

0
;x00

1
/

��

H0.S IPx0
0
;x00

1
/˝H0.S IPx00

0
;x0

1
/

'

OO

H 2.S; @S IPx0
0
;x0

1
˝Px00

0
;x00

1
/

��

H0.S IPx0
0
;x00

1
˝Px00

0
;x0

1
/

OO

H 2.S; @S IPx0
0
;x00

1
˝Px00

0
;x0

1
/oo

Like the Goldman bracket and Kawazumi–Kuno action, it can be defined geometrically.
It is continuous in the I –adic topology and therefore induces a map

H0.Px0
0
;x0

1
X /^ y̋H0.Px00

0
;x00

1
X /^!H0.Px0

0
;x00

1
X /^ y̋H0.Px00

0
;x0

1
X /^

on I –adic completions.

14.2 Algebraic version

Suppose that X is a compact Riemann surface and that D is a finite subset of X. Set
X DX �D. Suppose that fp0j ;p

00
j W j D 0; 1g is a subset of D satisfying

fp00;p
0
1g\ fp

00
0 ;p
00
1g D∅:
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Note that p0
0

may equal p0
1

, or p00
0

may equal p00
1

. Suppose that, for j D 0; 1, we have
nonzero tangent vectors Ev0j 2 Tp0

j
X and Ev00j 2 Tp00

j
X. We take Ev0

0
D Ev0

1
when p0

0
D p0

1
,

and take Ev00
0
D Ev00

1
when p00

0
D p00

1
. Then, as above, we have the pairing

(14-2) H0.PEv0
0
;Ev0

1
X /˝H0.PEv00

0
;Ev00

1
X /!H0.PEv0

0
;Ev00

1
X /˝H0.PEv00

0
;Ev0

1
X /:

Theorem 14.1 The “bi-pairing” (14-2) is continuous in the I–adic topology and its
completion is a morphism of pro-MHSs.

The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2. For simplicity, we assume that p0
0

, p0
1

, p00
0

and p00
1

are distinct. The first step is to show that when x0
0

, x0
1

, x00
0

and x00
1

are distinct,
the I –adic completion of the natural pairing

H0.Px0
0
;x0

1
X 0/˝H0.Px00

0
;x00

1
X 00/!H0.Px0

0
;x00

1
X /˝H0.Px00

0
;x0

1
X /

is a morphism of MHSs, where X 0 D X � fx00
0
;x00

1
g and X 00 D X � fx0

0
;x0

1
g. The

proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 4 and is relatively straightforward. This pairing
defines a pairing of admissible variations of MHSs over X 4 ��, where � denotes
the “fat diagonal” in X 4 . One can take the limit as x0j ! p0j along Ev0j and x00j ! p00j
along Ev00j to obtain a pairing

H0.PEv0
0
;Ev0

1
X 0/^˝H0.PEv00

0
;Ev00

1
X 00/^!H0.PEv0

0
;Ev00

1
X /^˝H0.PEv00

0
;Ev0

1
X /^;

where H0.PEv0
0
;Ev0

1
X 0/^ and H0.PEv00

0
;Ev00

1
X 00/^ denote the limit MHS.

To complete the proof, one has to prove a splitting result similar to Theorem 12.3.
Specifically, one has to show that the natural homomorphisms

H0.PEv0
0
;Ev0

1
X 0/^!H0.PEv0

0
;Ev0

1
X /^ and H0.PEv00

0
;Ev00

1
X 00/^!H0.PEv00

0
;Ev00

1
X /^

are split in the category of pro-MHSs. The proof of this is almost identical to that of
Theorem 12.3.
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